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Mail, which we more than welcome,
should be mailed to: The PostAmerikan, 101 North St. , Normal,
illinois, 61761.
An;vone can be a member of the Post
staff except maybe Sheriff King. All
you have to do is come to the meetings
and do one of the many different and
exciting tasks. necessary for the smooth
operation of a paper like this. We have
one brilliant, dynamic, underpaid coordinator; the rest of us don't get paid
at all, except in ego gratification and
good karma.
Decisions are made col~ectively by. staff
members at one of our regular meetings.
All workers have an eqqal voice. The
Post-Amerikan has no editor or1hierarchical structure, so quit calling up here and
asking who's in cha:rge.

,·

Anybody who reads this paper can tell the
type of stuff we print. · All worthwhile material is welcome. We try to choose articles that are timely, relevant, informative, and not available in other local media.
We will not print anything racist, sexist,
or ageist.

Most of our material or inspiration for material comes from the community. We encourage you, the reader, to become more
than a reader. We welcome all stories or
tips for stories. Bring stuff to a meeting
(the schedule is printed below) or mail it
to our office.
MEETING SCHEDULE
Friday, October 31• . • • • . • • • 6:30p.m.
Friday, November 7• . • • • • • • 6:30p.m.
Wednes:lay, November 12 • . • • • 6:30p.m.
(arlicles deadline)
Saturday, November 15 . • '. • • . ll:OO a.m.
(layout begins)
Sunday, November 16 ••••••• 12 noon,
layout.
These meetings are held at the Post-Amerikan
office, 101 North St. , Normal.
Subscriptions cost $2.50 for twelve issues,
$5. 00 for 24 issues, etc. Buy one for yourself ,!!!!! a .friend.
You can make bread hawking the Post-- 7 V2¢
a copy, except for the first 50 copies on. which
you malte only 5¢ a copy. Call 452-9221 or stop
by the office.
Our number is 452-9221, or you can reach folks
at 828-6885, or 829-7908.
·

POST Admits
to Price Increase

POST
SELLERS
NORMAL
University Liquors, 706 w. Beaufort
Welcome Inn (in front)
Redbird IGA
Newman Center, 501 s. Main
Student Stores, 115 North St.
Mother Murphy's, 111i North St.
Ram, 101 Broadway Mall
Al's Pipe Shop, 101 Broadway Mall
Hen~ren's Grocery, )01 w. Willow
Co-op Bookstore (in front)
Sugar Creek Boo~ Co-op 115 North St •.
The Galery (in front)
Lobby Shop, IST' Union
Cage, ISU Union
Recreation Center, ISU
Midstate Truck Plaza, Rt. 51 North
Hottle House, 1402 s. Main
SW Corner, University & College
Radio Shack, Raab Rd. (in front)
Dairy Queen, 1110 s. Main
Old Main Bookstore, 207 s. Main
BLOOMINGTON
The Joj.nt, 415 N. Main
.
DA's Liquors, Oakland and Main
Medusa's Bookstore, 100 blk. w. Market
News Noak, 402i N. Main ·
Book Hive, 10) w. Front
Cake Box,. 511 s. Denver ·
Gaston's Barber Shop, 202i N. Center
Sambo's, Washington & u.s. 66
DeVary's Market, 1402 w. Market
Harris • Market, 802 N. Morris
Hickory Pit, 920 w. Washington
Biasi's, 217 N. Main
Discount Den, 207 N. Main
SW corner, Morris and Washington
Madison St. Cafe, J17 S •. Madison
Produce-A-Plenty, 1409 s. Main
J&L Gas Co., 1402 s. Main
U-I Grocery, 918 W. Market St.
U-I Grocery, 608 S.Lee
Krogers, 1110 E. Oakland Ave.
Mike's Market, 1013 N• Park
Bus Depot, 52J N. East St.
Park Store, 909 s. Allin
Nierstheimer's
1)02 N. Main
Pantaara,ph ~l:<lf~~~,*~~.r.r~----.~~~1._.,,.

Also, gas prices are getting higher
Well, I guess you noticed that this
and higher, and this wiJlter you'll
paper cost you 25¢ instead of the
probably be setting your thermostat
usual 15¢. I don't like it either.
at 65 or be1ow in order to eat, and
In fact, I didn't like it when the
you'll be sitting around feeling sorpaper went from 10¢ to 15¢ iD<.JW'le: .,
ry
for yourse1f and ahiv,e~in&..- -~-.JII.II..-.."""c·•·. ,, -<:··•·
·j·:,.•,..,.,~..-~·~~-~~M><~·~·illi<!•:~i!ii>~1,~'"'"",.,'.fMlll.
197).
~ _-r--' . JN1 tq___revenut.trom
the price increase,
the Post Alf'Mkan is going to print
You could ask yourself if there's
more pages, adding a bunch of depresanything else in Amerika that
sing international and national news
stayed the same price from June 197)
(the really bad stuff that you don•t
to November 1975. (The answer is no,
get in the Pantagraph,) and you'll
unless you count the best things in
Once again, for the benefit of all,
feel lucky that you aren•t in jail
life,· which are free.) And then you
we have a list of numbers. you can
for reading it, like you would be in
could tell yourself that not only did
stick by your telephone to use
Sp•in, or Italy, or South Africa, or
when you need help, or if you just
the Post Amerikan stay the same
Argentine, or Chile, or Alabama.
price--it got BIGGER instead of smalwant someone to talk to. If you
ler. (Unlike candy bars.) But all
know of any numbers we left out,
!1!2• you probably won't have a job
this sweet reason isn't going to mean
call Virginia at the Post-Amerikan,
or anything this winter, or any prosa thing when you're digging your last
or write it down and send it over.
pects of one, and with Family Hour,
quarter out of your jeans to put in a
and higher cable rates, and adverInformation 1411
machine.
tisers getting frantic because nobody
Alchoholics Anonymous 828-5049
can buy anything any more, you won't
So here's some more things to contemAmerican Red Cross 828-5065
want to spend your leisure time
plate. It's getting colder out now,
Am. Civil Liberties Union 436-6?09
watching TV. For just a quarter a
and this winter you won•t have to
Birthright 452-0041
month, you can pass those long cold
mess around trying to get a dime and
Boycott Support Committee 452-5046
evenings reading the Post and taking
a nickel out of your pocket while
Community for Soc. Action 828-9148
bets on whether the stories are true
you're freezing to deaths the price
Day Care Centers (see yellow pages)
or not.
increase makes buying a paper a simpirector of Public Serv. 829~1488
ple one-coin operation.
I'll even give you a hot tips they
Divinyl Madness Records 454-2521
are.
Dept. H.E.W. 829-9436
Dept. Ch. and Fam. Serv. 829-5346
Food Stamps (see Public Aid)
Family Serv ._ of McLe~. Ct~ 828-4 343 ·
Gay People's Alliance -q3~411
·
Headstart Program 828-8413
·
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ACLU SUES NARCS FOR $1 MILLION
At an October 14 press conference in Peoria, the
American•Civil Liberties Union announced that
it had filed a federal suit against MEG (MultiCounty Enforcement Group) for over $1 million.
At the same time, the civil liberties group sent an
8-page letter to 12 city and county governments,
asking them to withdraw their support from the
multi-jurisdictional undercover narcotics force.
(For full text of ACLU's letter, which includes a
documented indictment of the undercover police,
see elsewhere in this issue. )

The suit claims that MEG informant Shelby Stiger
came to Sammy Neal with a packet to hold for

Two of the deliveries, the suit contends, proved
not to be controlled substances. ACLU says that
State's Attorney Paul Welch possessed a lab report proving that the substances were not controlled, yet pressed for an indictment anyway.
The two extra indictments for substances which
were not illegal helped keep Neal in jail for two
months, .since each charge adds to the bail required.

The federal suit alleges that Bloomington resident Sammy Neal was illegally entrapped into delivering drugs to a MEG agent. The suit asks
$25,000 actual damages, plus $1 million in punitive damages.
The actual damages include Neal's loss of his job,
plus time lost from having to spend ·three months
in jail before he could gather enough money for
bail.
Defendants in the suit are Jerry LaGrow, executive director of the Multi-county Enforcement
Group; Shelby Stiger, a paid MEG informant who
supplied Neal with heroin to deliver to another
MEG agent; "J.J.," also known as Robert J. Ed,wards, the MEG agent who purchased the drugs
·from Neal; and Paul Welch, McLean County
State's Attorney.

There were three such deliveries. In each case,
the suit says, MEG employee Shelby Stiger supplied the packet of powder to Neal. So in reality
MEG employees were both buying and selling,
with Sammy Neal in the middle.

The ACLU suit says that when Neal's attorney
found out that it was really a case of entrapment,
he secured a dismissal from the State's Attorney.
Sammy -Neal: entrapped
by MEG, now suing for
$1 million.

someone else to pick up. According to the suit,
Neal agreed to hold the packet until the arranged
person could come. That person turned out to be
a MEG agent who called himself "JJ." Neal's
transferring the packet to "JJ" constituted the
delivery Neal was later charged with.

This is the 2nd lawsuit to hit the undercover drug
squad in the lastyear.
Last spring Ed Cotton slapped a $7 1/2 million
libel suit on MEG, its director, and each of the
governmental units which give money and/or manpower to MEG. That suit asks damages for MEG
director LaGrow's telling a Galesburg newspaper
that Cotton, a recently-acquited defendant, was
. really guilty.

Welch, Grand Jury, MEG
Knew About Entrapment

.. f

J

were "total nonsense." "If I had the information
MEG informer Shelby Stiger was also given a .
ACLU supposedly has, I'd take it to a grand jury,"
lie detector test. Stiger tried to contradiet Neal's
LaGrow was quoted.
entrapment story. The polygraph. 6perators. said
Stiger was lying, according to court records.
.
.
...
. ....
· ·' · .,... ~'"·"-'-'lllllli!!H-!11!•' tl L! .IPillt lll'f!itt1~'"~ 1 '1fr~·~IIIJ!i~~.tt·ilf··. .~lt:t!wm•f\rlf!_!fi_M.fl.MPI,.!il.,....,i,ll!lll.~..~-~-~-~M~~irtfiflii!M&-i~llilfifM~~IAi\I'""'-Records in the McLean County Circuit Clerk's
charges against Sammy Neal. Reas~or dis-·•
last libe. MEG Agent Bill Stephens was one of
office for criminal cases 75cf286, 75cfl73, and
missal, according to the court records, was
the people securing the indictment. And the
74cf682 show that all law enforcement authorthat Neal had successfully passed two polygraph
grand jury agreed with.ACLU: MEG informant
ities involved--including a grand jury, the State's
tests.
Shelby Stiger did illegally deliver heroin.
Attorney's Office, 2 independent polygraph opAt the time he was indicted for delivering a conAt the next grand jury, in June 1975, MEG opererators, and even MEG itself--finally wound up
1
trolled substance, MEG informant Shelby Stiger
ative
Jo
Wo
"Bill"
Stephens
(head
of
MEG
s
believing Sammy Neal's reports that he had been
already had a pending forgery charge. In SepBloomington office) and Sammy Neal testified
entrapped illegally.
tember '75 Stiger and the State's Attorney workabout Shelby Stiger. The result: MEG informant
ed out a plea bargain. Stiger pleaded guilty to
Shelby Stiger was indicted for delivery of a conWith ACLU support, Neal is now suing MEG and
forgery, and the delivery charge was dropped.
trolled substance. The delivery cited was a deand others for $1 million for illegal entrapment
The plea bargain calls for Stiger to pay back the
livery to Sammy Neal--the drugs in question
(see adjoining story. )
$600 he received from the forged check.
were the same packets of drugs Neal had previously been busted for.
Neal was originally busted for allegedly deliverYet nothing in the agreement mentions the $ 900
ing controlled substances to MEG agent Robert
Stiger got from MEG for selling them drugs
Also in the court file in the delivery case agaimt
J. Edwards, who used the name "J. J." Neal
while also collecting MEG money for his inforShelby Stiger is the statement of assistant State's
argued that MEG informer Shelby Stiger had not
mant's salary. Stiger actually was selling drugs
Attorney Ron Dozier, who admitted that during
only arranged the sale to Agent Edwards, but al·to a MEG agent while going through Neal, who
Stiger's delivery of heroin to Sammy Neal,
so supplied the drugs and taken the money for
was an unwitting middle person. Neal, the lie
Stiger was "a paid undercover informant for
the sale.
detector analyst reports, simply passed on the
the Multi- County Enforcement Group.
money to Stiger. On one occasion, a grateful
Two separate lie detector operators said Neal
After ACLU filed suit alleging that MEG had enStiger laid $20 on Neal for helping with the transwas telling the truth. Their reports can be
trapped-Sammy Neal, MEG head Jerry LaGrow
action.
found in the court file for 75cf286.
was quoted on TV sayin~; that ACLU's charges

Court records in the cases of Sammy Neal and
Shelby Stiger completely back up ACLU charges
that paid MEG informant Shelby ptiger fieli verecl
drugs to Sammy Neal, and proceeded to have
Sammy Neal busted. .
. .
. . . '.. . .
"

MEG's Reply to Suit: More Busts
To counter the bad publicity over getting sued again, MEG quickly put together an "instant raid" to show its
strength after the ACLU press conference October 14.

Tuesday. MEG had just a few days to
prepare complaints for cases which
they probably would have-worked on for
another month or two, if it were not
for the sudden bad promo.

The raid took place between midnight
and 6 AM Wednesday, Oct. 15, and was
based on 101 charges against 37 people
in Fulton County.

Many of the arrests were for delivering substances which were not controlled substan.ces.. In other words,
the. "drug pushers" arrested did not ·
sell any drugs; they sold a substance
which they represented to be drugs, but
which lab reports showed were not.

MEG busts are usually based upon grand
jury indictments; the Oct, 15 arrests
were based on "criminal informations,"
which are just ~omplaints signed by the
State's Attorney,
"Criminal informations" can be obtained in ~ hurry, and that's what MEG did,
~

On Friday, Oct, 10, ACLD called an antiMEG press conference for the following

~~~ "

Selling a substance purported to be a
controlled substance is still a
felony in Illinois, but it's not the
kind of charge that narcotics agents
pride themselves on bringing in.
The large number of these shows MEG
was in a hurry to file a lot of
charges quickly,

4

ACLU Slams narcs'

Post-Note: On October 14, two 4CLU chapters called a joint press
conference in Peoria. Besides announcing the filing of a $1 million
lawsui·t against MEG, the ACLU chapters declared that they were asking
for an ehd to all government support of MEG. ACLU sent an 8-page
request to all 'six counties, six cities, and the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission--the entities which support MEG--asking that
support be ended. The complete text of that request follows.

adverse pre-trial publicity which makes it difficult for the accused
to receive a fair trial. According to a highly respected Bloomington
attorney who frequently has undertaken the defense of persons arrested on drug charges through MEG's action, these statements have been
prejudicial to his efforts to defend his clients. MEG's pre-trial
statements to the press, through implying guilt and creating adverse
publicity, constitute a violation of the rights of defendan'ts to a
fair and unbiased trial.

The Peoria Chapter and the McLean/DeWitt/l.ivingston Chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union have concluded that the activities
of the Multi-County Enforcement Group(~1EG) violate citizen's Constitutionally-guaranteed civil liberties and exert a c·hilling effect
on democratic institutions. The record indicates that MEG has engaged in activities which not only abridge citizens' Constitutional rights, but which have been clearly illegal and morally questionable. Governmental units which support MEG as a secret-police
force thrugh financial and/or personnel resources aid and abet in
the commission of these acts and contribute to the perpetuation of
a climate in which such acts are condoned.

(For a sampling see the Daily Pantagraph, Dec. 6, 1974, when MEG
was called 'Narcotic Activity Regional Control Squad(NARCS); Dec. 7,
1974("Xwo cases sent on to Grand Jury"); Jan. 29, 1975 (Narcotics
unit director says courier ring broken"); Feb. 2, 1975("Busted"
and "Opium haul tops for state-- agents").

ACLU requests that the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, the
six counties, and the six municipalities listed above terminate their
support of the Multi-County Enforcement Group and cease their participation in MEG's activities. The basis for the request follows.
There is evidence documented that MEG and its chief administrator, Jerry LaGrow-, have engaged in activities which violate citizen's Constitutionally-guaranteed rights, and are in many ways
illegal.
1. The Pekin High School Case, documented iri reports on the dis-missal hearing of Principal Ray Mo-relli in the ·Peoria Journal Star
and· the Bloomington Daily ·Pantagraph.
. ..
---.a) MEG entered into a conspiracy Witl:i Morell.i and local police to
place an underc-over' agent in Pekin High School'$ East ·campus Without
the knowledge of- the school's administrators or of the Pekin School
Board. This act subverted the authority o:f the school board as an
elected body charged with supervision of the schools of the district.
b)MEG was thus irtstrumental and
cooperative in e~tablishirig a
system -of undercover or clandestine·surveillance in the high
school.
c) MEG supplied art undercover agent to· watch students and
teachers for ev.idence of drug
· activities; as a'h · a:d!litional
duty the agent was instructed
·to make notes on teac-hers suspected -of teaching ·"inappropriate" matters, specifically,
"deviate sexual practices and
-CLANPE.STINFSuR\/i3IL.LAoi\ICG
~latantly co~~nist and leftIN Ht~fi s<HooL
·.· ·:lrng_politics • . _(Dail.yP_ant-:
;. *rifpb, Jan. 22, 1975).~.~-- ..
d) Through its chief. Bloomi.ngton operative, John "Bill" Stephens,
MEG supplied its J'eUn uriclercover agent with a. forgeq Bloomington
High Schobl transcript to fraudulentl,y miSrepresent· truit person· as
a:·transfe~ st\ldeni.to Pekin High School~ At the Morelli hearing, the
undercover ageht testifi1!1i: "I .was ·told by agent John Stephens that
the fl'llsied transcripts were a federal offense."(Peoria Journal Star,
Jan. 23, 1975.)
-(For additional documentation, see Journal Star, Jan. 22, 1975, and
Daily Pantasraph, Dec. 21, 1974; Jan. 23,25~, 28, 29, _30,1975.)

-

2. Th~ C'ottgn case, documentecl ·in the Daily Pantagraph and in the
Galesburg Register-:-~·
. .
-~

a) In bringi11g·_ drug'-:-selling charges 'against Edward Cotton, a school
teacher in Abingdon;. M.EG presented evidence so patently fabricated
that Judge Heiple,_ presiding in the case, was forced to instruct the
jury to render a directed verdict of not guilty. Judge Heiple subsequently called a highly exceptional press conference to explain
that the directed verdict was required by MEG's shoddy presentation
of its case and the agents' "poor and unprofessional police work."
(Daily Pantagraph, Jan. 21, 1975).
b) Subsequent to Mr. Cotton's being declared not guilty, MEG's chief

ad~inistrator, Jerry LaGrow, himself had a press conference in which

he asserted that Mr. Cotton was guilty as charged; he further stated
that MEG had a statement from the 17-year-old agent "that he purchased LSD from Cotton, and also a statement allegedly made by Cotton to
the undercover agent at the time of his arrest. In the statement,
Cotton allegedly told the undercover agent he had been into drugs for
eight years since he was a student at Illinois State University, and
that he knew 25 dealers, four of whom dealt in cocaine and one in heroin."(Galesburg Register-Mail, Jan. 21, 1975). The Register-Mail
then quotes LaGrow as saying of Cotton: "He felt safe selling to a
17-year-old because he knew he couldn't be a narcotics agent."
\-IE' MAY 'BE INNOCENT
He 's 4-u 11..T y As
HE'LL (
--------~

--------

At the same time, we find in the Peoria Journal Star such head~
lines as 1) "State's Attorney Wants to Dismiss 4 Drug Sale Indictments in Tazewell"(dated Jan. 1, 1975- with this statement in the
adjoining article: " ••• substances turned out not to be controlled substances according to lab tests."); and.2) "No Drugs in Lab Sample;
Dismissal of Case Sought"(dated Jan. 10, 1975 -with this adjoining
statement: " ••• 6th indictment for drug sales in last two weeks- all
sales made to MEG.").
4. Through the statements of executive director Jerry LaGrow, MEG
has made irresponsible threats against advertisers in the Post-Amerikan, a Bloomington-Normal newspaper which, by LaGrow•·s own admission·,
has hampered MEG's effectiveness ,through its i11tensive reporting of
MEG's activities(Daily Pantagraph, May 1, 1975). Specifically, the
Pantagraph of Saturday, July 12, 1975 reportsMr. LaGrow saying that
"if anyharm comes to any of·his men he will look. to the advertisers
in the underground paper as prospects for a lawsuit," This threat
against the advertisers has no basis in law(for advertisers are not
to be held legally responsible for the content of a newspaper in whic_h
they purchase space). Tt' is clearly an attempt t:o _intimidate advertisers from advertising in the Post-Amerikan, sp that, through 1osirig
its advertising· revenue, the newspaper will not have the financial
basis to continue publ.ifS!'i-Ott. It is cleady: an effort. to hinder the
~-Amerikan and its ~taft in the exercise of ·their First Amendment
rights of expression, a~o thwart the Constitutional guarantee of
freedom of the press.
·
.
.
The items above are' clearly documented instances of. MEG's actions
which have surfaced in the public domain. They reveal a pattern of
activity and of attitudinal disregard for law·and for citizens'
·constitutional rights which ACLU
finds abhorrent~ The pattern
is significant, for it reveals
_a pervasive tendency; it also
· biises the ques.tion(difficult
to 'answer· in view·of'MEG's se·crecy of operation) as to' what
othel'-·ift&tanees -s-imilar. to--'~---',_.,.""\
these have occurred but; have
.not come to light· yet. For
example, ar~ other operations
similar to that in the Pekin
school system(which surfaced by ·
Th WtfOM
IS Me£4- AClOUifTASLE?" accident) occuring elsewhere in
the six-county area which falls
within MEG's field of activity?
Do the various County Boards, City Councils, and School Boards kngw
what may be occurring the areas of their jurisdiction? The question
is inescapable, and inevitable in the absence of MEG's accountability
to civilian review.
In this regard, ACLU finds it disturbing that'MEG and its operations are not subject to the oversight and review of civilian authority. As a law enforcement agency, it is overseen by a board of law
enforcement officials. MEG is simply not accountable to civiiian au-:'
thority; and if such an organization is to exist at all, it should be.
To whom is MEG accountable for its actions, expressed attitudes, and
expenditures of public monies? As citizens we all have recently seen
on the national level the abuses which can occur from secret activities of governmental agencies when use of funds, strategic planning,
and specific actions are not accessible to Congressional or public
scrutiny. The same principle applies at the local level.
In addition to these documented violations of law
which are listed above,_ there are other activities of MEG

Mr. LaGrow, as director of a
police force supported with taxpayers' money, thus improperly
used his official position to
declare an acquitted man guilty.
Edward Cotton has subsequently
filed a civil suit against MEG,
LaGrow, the Register-Mail, and
the 12 governmental units which
support MEG asking 7.5 million
dollars in damages for defamation of his character and potential injury to his future career as a teacher. (Daily Pantagraph, Feb. 6; 1975).

3. Following arrest~, MEG
has repeatedly made statements
in the press assuming guilt on the part of those arrested before they
had been indicted or tried. These statements in the press constitute

Fighting crime is no easy life; A Post-Amerikan photographer
caught this shot of a county cop narrowly escaping assasination
at the hands of a desperate crook.
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.
1'' conduct
"illegal 81.. tmmora
which, though not easily documented, are no less important
than those above, and equally repugnant to law and social
order.
For instance, allegations have come to ACLU's attention from
sources intiwately connected with the events that MEG has resorted to
entrapment and solicitation of illegal acts. Solicitation of illegal
acts is itself illegal. To gain evidence to make arrests, undercover
agents posing as "friends" solicit target persons to sell them drugs,
using as "buy money" funds that have been allocated to that purpose
from MEG's cash support. Solicitation of illegal acts(in this case,
encouragement of persons to participate in drug trafficking) and entrapment are difficult to prove; for those who have the evidence
would have to incriminate themselves to testify to the facts. People
are understandably reluctant to do that.

$OUC.ITA7101'4

Nonetheless, the McLean/
DeWitt/Livingston Chapter of
ACLU has had brought to its attention by a Bloomington attorney a clear case of entrapment
employed by MEG. In this case,
a person charged with sale of
drugs spent nearly two months
in jail pending indictJ11ent;
then, after indictment, all
charges were dropped by the McLean County State's Attorney's
Office when the fact of MEG's
entrapment became clear. After
careful investigation, the McLean/DeWitt/Livingston Chapter
of ACLU has filed a lawsuit in
Federal Court on behalf of the
entrapped man, charging MEG with
violation of his constitutional rights and seeking one million :dollars in punitive damAND F.NUAP/V\ENT
ages from MEG and pertinent
governmental entities.

ACLU has also received reports from a variety of sources that
MEG recruits some of. its agents and infopners through a kind of extortion, or blackmail.. The typical pattern. i~ this: a person is
arrested-and charged witb.possession or selling of drugs; faced
with prosecution, that person is then offered a·"deal" - prosecution will be light, or deferred, or charges will b~L,dropped in
exchange for that person's,bec;:omingan agent or. info~r for MEG.
He or she.will be.expected to.gather information, tuQi in DAllies,
acquire evidene:e~ or ~'set; u!L~. !!':lends for ~rrerit. In· effect, the
practice is to get some<?ne ' 1over a barrel" and then p:r:;ess~re that
person to becoJ!Ie an underc;:oyer agent against ·his wi-ll,~;· This is a
tYl'e of coercio~~ .once !l8a!P• this pract!-~e ~-s 4-lfli~~t- to

Representatives of two ACLU chapters condemned
MEG at an Oct. 14 press conference in Peoria.

and document because of its secrecy and the penalty to the coerced
agents of self-incrimination.
Beyond the unlawful aspects of such activity as coercion of un~
willing informers and undercover agents, there is a broader concern.
to society in the practice: it exerts a generalized chilling effect,
on the exercise of citizens' rights as guaranteed by the First,
Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution'!
- the rights of free expression and assembly, the rights of a persop
to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects against $'
un reasonable searches and seizures, the rights· of citizens to be ~
granted equal protection of the law. This effect is incompatible ··
with the quality of life in a free society. The practice has his.torically worked to anti-democratic and an.ti-social ends ·wherever
it has .been allowed t.o flourish.
·
For those reasons, the Peoria Chapt~r;.;~d the McLean/DeWitt!
Livingston Chapter of .the American Civ;t;Ji;:t~D.lirties Union object to
the activities o( the Multi-County E~#:f\'s~ui: Grg~JP'Q,@G). The
record indicates that MEG has engagect:(#i~·lfn.cdura,.f*:illegal
acts, shown a disregard for prine:iple~·of due pro.cesiJ~,,.,nd acted
such J!lanner as. to grieviously viola.te··c:Hi'l~..,. .Constittt:Uonal
rights and liberties. . }:t s.eems :to ;ACLU '1:,!lat g9*ernmental~~nits
which support .MEG with finapcialt~nd/oi Personnel t;e~"te:~,l!,IUSt
...t:he r. e. spon.sib. Ut··.ty fo. r th~a~ ~.bu~es.; W.e t~eftiy u~g·•.J::he
.S.q!ire
Illinoi~ Law Enforcement Commis~fQ,n~_ the C~~~t:l;l!i!l bf ·"Fulton, ~x.
McL!i!an. Peoria,. Tazewell, !lnd Warrel\ 0 . and tlJeJ(unicipalities o~
lllopDJiii8ton,. ~st Peoria, ..Galesbtlrg,; P8ltin;,~,Pe~~i,".....and ~eoQ.aj
. ~e:f:ght~ to wi.t;hdrJlJi,•tbe~-c.,;8PPPOrt\ ft.~~ .th._e, ~iilt:l£'1tounty bft~,e
ment. Gro"p and t;o,.withdraw from part1cipation in MEG's activities •
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HEARING DELAYED

6
In a desperate show of strength, the
Illinois State University has threatened former student and political activist Marty Meketarian. In a letter
from SCERB puppet Chris Schwelle,
.Meketarian was advised that he may be
held responsible for the behavior of
demonstrators who show up at the next
SCERB hearing. The letter went on to
say that any persons who act inappropriately would be assumed to be there
based on l'vleketarian's "invitation,"

"This indictment against me is_nothing
more than a sleezy, frame~up attempt
by university officials, Further I
see a half-assed attempt by these
same university bureaucrats to discredit the strong left-wing element
of this community, as well as scare
college students from taking control
of their own lives,"

Although the university had encouraged Meketarian to defend himself
against the charges, Meketarian
pointed out that he can't as long as
the bureaucrats refuse to provid~the
fac~s which make up the case,
M'eketar~an referred to the ISU securtiy
files which he claims are police intelligence files on students. · Meketarian had asked for that information
(his own police intelligence files)
in ord~r to prepare his case. Because
of bureaucratic doubletalk and stalling tactics Meketarian had not obtained the information. Meketarian
believed he· would never see his police
files because he believed they were
kept from students and are only viewed
by ISU officials.

Meketarian is currently under ISU
indictment for nothing more than being
the son of a Pinto owner which was
spotted on the quad on that controversial spring day--May 5, 1975. Meketarian and two others were ordered to
appear in court several months after
the first annual People's Park festival occurred.
The hearings, which were re-scheduled
after heavy absenteeism hit the elite
board of SCERB members, had been rescheduled separately for all three
victims, The dates are being kept
secret so that witnesses and persons
who attended last spring's day of
festivities won't attend. The original hearing date, Sept, 29, saw
scores of demonstrators, some displaying signs, demanding the charges
be dropped against the three, ISU
bureaucrats who thought they could
slither by with a postponement will
undoubtedly have had their hands full
at Meketarian•s hearing which was rescheduled for Friday, October 24, at
lpm in Julian Hall, the first datP
this issue of the Post will be ava -able.
Meketarian, who refused.to be intimidated by the university hierar. ~v. encouraged witnesses and particip~. in
last year's festivities to attend his
hearing, In a prepared stateQlent to
the SCERB board Meketarian stat~'·'~
....
.,,.,...___.._

Marty Meketarian calmly reads his
press statement before facing his false
accusers.

In a hard line stand opposihg·the
repressive tactics of the university
Meketarian stated "persons bonded by
the fibers of togetherness will never
be defeated; not by police violence
not by phony indictments, not even by
token attempts by the university at a
fenced-in, police-state sponsored
function called 'rites of spring',"

Charley Morris, secretary of the uni~
versity, initiated the unbelievable
charges. Meketarian said Morris used
prejudiced tactics in singling him
out, "He picked me 'cause he hates
me from previous encounters. I was
never scared of any of his bull,"
Meketarian said, "therefore I've always stood up to Morris and his little
band of scoundrels."
.Security chief Newb•ld, in his charming mature fashion, suggests that
curious protestors leave Morris' office. Note Morris glowering in back,

While university officials are trying
to sweep the embarrassing truths of
the case under the carpet, Meketarian•s
light, direct approach to the bureaucrats and their scare tactics is quite
Meketarian, who was not even living in refreshing.
the Bloomington area at the time of
the festival, claims no part in organ- "Who ~nows what the telltale rascals
will try next?" Meketarian mused,
izing the event. "I wish I had been
involved_in it; it came off beautiful- "But whatever they try, I'll stand unly." Everyone there will remember the afraid, They could do one of two
excellent weather and the joyful mood things. Drop the charges or give me
shared by all at the "non-authorized" the factsa and I'll prove there's a
frame-up,"
people's function, Thousands turned
out last May 5 to drink, smoke and
celebrate the day-long people•s event,
.which the university officials wanted
h~ld in the enclose~ stadium.
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NEWBOLD
TO RESIGN
John ~ewbold, head of ISU Security,
has agreed to resign his position if
Meketarian does not obtain justice.
In a talk with Meketarian last month
about police intelligence files, Newbold stated to Meketarian and his
legal people, "If you don't get a
fair shake, I'll quit my job."
Based on that statement, Meketarian
responded with, "I guess he'll have
to quit, •cause there's no way I'll
get a fair shake from the university."
The only way for a fair shake, Meketarian feels, is to get access to the
police files so tnat he can prove his
case. But Meketarian is confident
he'll never see those secret police
files.
Meketarian is planning to publicly
request Newbold's resignation at
the hearin~ Oct. 24,
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OFFERING YOU LADIES VARIOUS LIQUID
SILVER CHOKERS AND TURQUOISE RINGS
STARTING AS LOW AS $ 8. 0.0. COME IN.
AND SEE OUR WHOLE SELECTION OF
TURQUOISE & SILVER JEWELRY, AS WELL
AS CORAL , HESHI, SHELL NECKLACES,
BRACELETS, BUCKLES, BOLO TIES AND
MUCH MOREl
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TRY TO SAVE FACE
AFTER ALTERNATIVE ~~RITES"

After putting Up for so long with ISU
red tape and bungling, rsu students
took control of the quad last May 5
for a day of music, relaxation, and
fun. Many refused to attend the
"official" Rites of Spring which the
University, after weeks of committee
debate, finally agreed to sponsor in
the rsu stadium.

Morris, in the meantime, had been taking names of students and nonstudents who he felt had been responsible for damaging his credibility as
as effective administrator. He
addressed his complaints to SCERB
(Student Code Enforcement and Review
Board) alleging that students 421,
422, and 423 had violated University
regulations with their participation
in the alternative Rites. Morris•
gripe sheet also contained references
to non-students A,B,C and D. There is
no"action planned yet against these
non-students,

Most students participated in alternative celebrations. At first, they
converged on South Park, converting
it to People's Park. No electricity
was available for live music, so people collectively decided to pitch in
money to rent a portable generator,
and to move the action into the quad.
After a while, thousands of people
converged, deciding that they knew
what they wanted, and that was not
some Rites of Spring debating squad.
After it began getting dark, students
asked Charles Morris, secretary of the
university, if some light could be
shed on the amphitheater section of
the quad. Morris and the University
refused to cooperate, stating that
they didn't want to be party to a nonsanctioned affair. Students then lit
a small bonfire near the bandstand,
and Morris freaked out. The Normal
fire department was called and nervously began spraying the firep a number of persons attending, and the band
equipment. People attending the festival at first interpreted the spraying
as an attempt to break up the festival
and responded with throwing some rocks
and bottles. The local media went
wild, playing up a narrow angle of
crowd violence. The University never
acknowledged that the whole scene
could have been avoided if they had
lit a dangerously dark quad.

Protesters at the
hearing.

miscar~ied

SCERB

7

Students 421, 422, and 423 were sent
letters from SCERB informing them
that a hearing date had been set for
Monday, September 29 at 1 pm in Julian
Hall. A number of students, angered
at victimizing certain persons, showed
up to protest the hearing. The pro•
test was orderly, and all involved
followed SCERB executive secretary
Chris Schwelle's confused orders.
After a short meeting with the accused
students, Schwelle emerged and said
the hearing had to be put off.
The protesters, realizing that Charles
Morris could prevent the idiocy from
going any furthur by rescinding his
complaints, went to his office in
Hovey Hall for an explanation of why
he insisted on pursuing these stu•
dents. Upon their arrival, Morris and
ISU Security Police Director John
Newbold moved into the rear of Morris'
office. After meeting with two of the
accused students, Morris and Newbold
emerged to face the crowd. Oozing
with administrative rhetoric, Morris
and Newbold refused to answer any of
the point-blank questions posed by the
protesters present. Vidette reporter
Lori Young, who immediately cuddled up
to Newbold, distorted events by
writing that the "disrespectful" and
"verbal" group "persecuted" the poor
administrators with "uninformed"'
questions. Not recognizing the issue
of selective enforcement of University
regulations, Young's shoddy reporting
provided precisely the distorted image
of the confrontation Newbold and
Morris wanted. Since that time, the.
Vidette has editorially come out "in,
support of the three students accused
by Morris.

oo
e a s eepy, "'.serene)
community.

•

look aga1n.
If you listen to the city fathers, the Pantagraph,
the civic boosters and the phony speechmakers, you
would think we lived in a 1930's Hollywood set.
But let's look behind the scenes. Each month since
April, 1972, the Post-Amerikan has been denting
that serene facade, printing the embarrassing
truths the city fathers would rather overlook.
Take another look at Bloomington-Normal. Subscribe
to the Post-Amerikan.
For the next 12 monthly issues, send $2.50 to PostAmerikan, 101 North St., Norma~, Illinois. 61761.
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Enclosed is $2.50 for the next 12 issues.
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D-1-V-0-R-C-E
The fact that Judge Campbell is always for the
woman was more than obvious in my case. A lot
of bills were accumulated during our marriage,
and·my husband's wages were at this time being
garnished by two different loan companies.
(These were loans in his name only.) Because
of this. his take home pay was a meager $60; 00 a
week. During 6ur marriage we had bought a
mobile home, and when we separated I left it to
him. Unfortunately he was never too good at
keeping track of bills, and he let the insurance
lapse on the mobile home. 6 days later it burned
_down. Balance still owed, $3200.00. My job
paying a little over minimum wage had to be supplemented by Public Aid which amounted to $235.00
a month. Okay, so Rick Syre and I tried to work
it out in a way to be fair to my husband, but also
to keep me from being stuck with the many, many
debts of our marriage, debts which in truth were
in no way my resj>onsibility. So here we were,
presenting a fair divorce to an unfair judge. Egging Campbell's vengeance on even more, my husband chose not to present any defense, or even
show up, figuring it would be a lot of money just
lost. That was a big mistake, for Judge C. used
his absence to put the heat on him big-time. As I
said, Syre and I were presenting what would have
been fair to both husband and wife, such as nofault divorce would have been, but as usual the
system held tight as well as the judge. Syre told
the obviously-in-a-bad-mood already scowling J.
Campbell exactly what my husband's mooger income a week was. Then he told him the huge amount of money we owed in exact figures. Next
he explained the $3200.00 debt. It was then explained that I was asking child support in the a. mount of $100.00 a montll. but. that it wouldn't go
into effect for 5 months at which time my hueband's wages would no longer be garnished.
We asked that he take full responsibility for
past debts, including that of the ·burned mobile
•·home. It wasn't until I took the stand that
Judge c. shov.+ed any ~igns of listenmg'at all.

I w;xote my own story about divorce, but then tore
it.up because I thought it was too opinionated and
negative. I felt that to analyze :rily own feelings on
<Uvorce, it was rieb'e~sary to compare them to
those of other~,.·· sO I <ltd~ Atld now I feel justified
in writing evenmyJ:nosthegative feelings, because in talking to others,- l discovered my feelin~ are representative of t~e~rs. I did all this
"I'esearch" because rather th3:fi this being one
personal hard luck stoey, I want it to expr; andspeak out for those in the same situation who
either don't get the chance or are too afraid to
speak out themselves.
Most of this deals with being divorced and not the
actual divorce proceedings, but I'll include a little about my own fun day in court with Judge
Qaxnpbell. Rick Syre was my lawYer, and he
warned me that depending on Judge Campbell's
m(i-Qd that day, I had a really promising 50-50
chance of obtaining my divorce. Divorce must
r~ly bum him out, because it's a fact he doesn't
h$.pd them out like candy. I had more than. enough
toget l'llY divorce on mental pruelty, but Syre
warned me how difficult it would be on those grounds even if I had the best case in the world.
Going that route would be a sure loss if you live
mlt{cLean County and divorce is at the discretion
of.J. Campbell. Because ofall this. I had to file
onphysical cruelty. which meant the whole thing
could and w0Uld ret into a scene I would have liked
to;avoid. Although I had grounds on this too, it
~Y bummed me out because it meant tearing
dOwn my husband's character and having to use
'Witnesses who were his friends as well as mine
tO' degrade him even more. We had both agreed
. to part as fri~ bUt because of our perverted
diVorce laws, I was forced to get my divorce in
~~-usual "he's so terrible" way, and as a result
a lot of bitterness and hard feelings took the
~~e of our one~ amiable parting• .
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From all these facts it was obvious and had already been established in Syre 1s presentation
that at that time my husband could not even
handle $100 a month unless he slept on the
sidewalk. Besides, we were asking him to assume
the debts that I could not. My answer to J. C. was
that if IIJY husband were to assume the debts, I
could hardly ask for more.
Judge C. shook his head in disgu'st and (lldn't
say another word until it was all over. And
when he did deliver his final decision, it was
apparent he was either pco:r at mathematics,
deaf in one ear, or so intent on being as clever
and devious as possible, that he forgot to throw
a little logic in to mate it look good. Judge
Campbell, displaying the usual amount of
fairness and unbiased opinion; announced .that
the divorce was granted, I got the kids, and
my husband was to pay all the bills and for the '
lost mobile home_,
On top of all that, my husband,' on $60 a week,
was to pay child support in the amount of
$235 a month starting right then, and within
5 days I was _to report this to Public Aid so they
could make arran.gements-to discontinue my
assistance. Any fool could see how stupid
this decision was.
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It could not have been bitsed ·on 'the facts presented to him, but only based on the spiteful
attitude and personal feelings, for his ruling
was just plain impossible for my husband to
live up to on his income. Campbell's excuse
for this would probably get into a lecture about
a :father's responsibility. My comeback would
stress "affordable" responsibility •. As far as
excuses go, Judge Campbell is one of the
l,Ji.gg~st one,s I know ·• .. .

HARK!!!

PLACE

Whether he dislikes Public Aid or just the
people recieving it, he made very appa:t'ent
his feeliDgs toward. both. When Itolfio~:my income
from work, and the suwlemental $235 a mQnth
ADC, he surprised both Syre and I by .turniiJ.g
around ~bruptly.:a.nd, in a very sarcastic tone,
asking me why I~was akirig a measly $iQO
month child support when-l was g~tting a gen;..,
erous $235 a month from the state I· He was definitely implying I would rather take froin the state
than the real father. This was really a hollow
accusation, since J. C. had himself written
down all the facts and figures presented to him.

-

-

Before my divorce was final, friends warned
me to think it over. They told me divorce was
no picnic_, especially with two chi~dren. I chose
to take the chance. Nothing, I concluded, could
be worse than a bad marriage. (First bad
conclusion in a series of way too many more I)
However, I did notice, and also disregard,
rumors about divorced women. I figured no
one really believed generalizations of that
nature. Wr,png again. It's too bad that divorce is
the only option in getting out of a marriage.
Thete ought to be ·an easier way I
Probably at one time or another, every divorcee
has been refused rentals for no other reason
than her marital status. Some landlords, it
seems, believe the )'llyth that an divorcees are
. wild, promicuous. and might. hurt the reputation of their· ~e.nts ctr scare off the
"respectabfe'' married tenants by her a,ctions'
such aa all night. oompany, etc •

.~. dld marrial,e claim exclusive rights
to' "i-~lity?" · If that .isn't ridiculous
·~:tike for.eQ.Dlpl$ tne landlord who
· ,,:fle#.PiJ a¢ .the odds and· decides to be fair and .
l'etit·to You• But first he delivers an hour
iollg ~e on "how he expects hili! tenants
~ behave•" and of course, how he doesn't
expect· thetn to. And finally, how they better
oot. Being such a nice guy, he'll even
allow you to. bring your "boyfriend" (singular)in, but he can't spend the night. (You
begin to wonder if you might be dying, as
your past seems to be flashing before you I)
About this time you expect him to tell you the
lights go off at ten, but instead he asks you to
leave them on, because "it looks better."

J

,--:.

Then there are the landlords who fear tr®ble
from ex-husbands, or ·otllers who siinply state,
"married people are more stable than divorced
persons.~! A rather large generalization. Many
landlords stiff prefer or only accept max;ri~d couples or marrieds with families. This is obvious
from local newspaper ads which plainly read at
the bottom, "No Singles." (Which, I might add,
puts one in the same category as "No Pets")

.

•woMAN .,
bt YOQ.(.f!!
NO a..o~N
FOR. 'fO\S.
Another Teally fun adventure of being divorced
is obtaining a loan. It seems that if your credit
is not in doubt, then your character probably is.
•(Please refer back to the myth about divorcees.
Banks apparently do. ) Example: At the time I
applied for a particular loan, my credit was okay,
my income good, but I was actually refused a loan
by a reputable bank here in Bloomington for reasons of my marital status. One of the big-wigs
simply said that a divorced woman is not a good
credit risk. When I questioned this brilliant
conclusion of his, he said that divorced women
are too unpredictable, often remarrying and then
changing their names. Thus making themselves
hard to find, sometimes moving out of the state~
the country, or, as the bank secretly fears,
off the face of the earth. (Where it's probably
easier to get a loan, even if it is a little out
of the way. ~ • )
As far as the whole incident goes,
a divorced man might' have got th~
Let me gue~s. ·

!'wonder if •

··

sanie loan: <'

a

As of Oct. 2·8, there is law being passed tQ ......
supposedly put a s~p to credit discriihfrul.tiJii
based.on·a.wonian's•:m'arital·status.; ?:? ?j?
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your marriage, you have also lost your "morals."
<h

Because you are not living the life of a nun, , , .
they apparently delight-in taking on the .int;ri-:guing task of keeping an eye on you. {In .referring to "they," I am referring to all the
various perfect people of our society who f'ipend
all their time meddling into wha-t no doubt is
none of their business. )

· Jt-c~really get out·of han~\For beginners, consider the divorcee who staysfuome with -her
. ' children and doesn 1t work~ . The Meddle~ts
. first question, no doubt', would concern the
source of her income. And the first conclusion
might be that she's living off her various boyfriends, even if she has none. Or she might
be accused of "running a profitable business
at honie, " especially if the Meddlers happen to
be neighbors who time her boyfriend's visits at
night. (If a divorced woman doesn't work and her
income is welfare, Meddlers without knowing the
facts of her situation, often judge her just "too lazy
to work and spoiled by the state."' Of course,
living on welfare is so much fun and the benefits
are so plentiful. Small things such as having no
car, health reasons, or the lack of job availability are apparently considered poor excuses.
Rarely is the attack on the father who sends no
child support. On the other hand, if a divorcee
has the means to work and support her kids, the
remarks run something like, "She. ought to be
home with her kids, " or "Her job means more to
her than her children. "

. out without becoming involved. It would only -~
tQ;, reason that if she liked ~rriage so much,. {jle
\vwldn'tbe divorced. Since obviously her ~t. .
J'lage was no big success, orvery pleasant, it~•.
very doubtful that she would be eagerly awaiting
. another try. Despite popular belief, a divorc~e's
goal in life is not to find a new husband. This : '
popular belief causes many :men to shy away {J"~
divorcees . Really stupid. Almost all the divorcees I've ever talked to, wouldn't get married :On
a bet, and when they finally do, they've usuallY;
been divorced so long that they wouldn't get di.:.
vorced again on a bet!
··

But it can get wilder yet. Attacks on a divorced
woman's social life are quite colorfuU To begin
with, she's not supposed to have one. (From
·courtroom to convent?) Secondly, if she does, she .
can expect to make headlines by morning if the
Meddlers are still putting in their time. If she
goes out alone or with friends to a bar, . club, or
whatever, the comments would be a lot different
than when she was. marrie!}. ("She used to be such
a nice kid.") Or if she has kids andif'i lucky enough t~. go. out ~aybe 2 times a week,. commonly
heard remark would be, ''Thos.e pOOr ldds, shuffled
froD1 babysitte~to babysitter. : ,·" I wo1,1d~r :wlllit _
the;y:_ would' sax. if !he'y: kn~w the_. Qa.yt~e .l>it~(;l;r,. ~~~.a
alsQ the: I,lighpime. sitter.?! . . _
• , . , , .... , .

Worse yet, I've actually heard some men refer to
a divorced woman as "another man's cast-off."
Followed shortly by, ''Who wants seconds?" What
really got me was that they believed what they
were saying. Since it was a divorced friend of
min<;l. who was. under attack but not present to de:fend herself, I gladly did it for her. I pointed out
to them that appa:cently they never .considered
that she may have been the one doing the "cast-:ing off'' and .of course it just so happened she
wa~. Then I .told them that if,they didn't like seconds .then tl;ley must..be pll;l.Jilniong. on :firsts, and
if Utat.'. ~. the .cas~ tlley'd -play hell finding !t. II
suggel'!tec!, ~hey tr,y tP.e Joca,l; kmdergartens •· . ,
The:y.suggeste4 ~ ~hll.b'iny,;wop.th,,• .. , : .. ·

a

As faJ:: ~s ro~tic Il_ledPl#lg gq~s•. th~ir i,nt,~~e.;t·:
in yQur "boyf:ri~d~" is J?roQal;>zy, greatf;lr thai,\ yo,ur
own. '. U&~; t:iifili,'ll find lit$_ ~ucp !~IJlt 'f.t1_h tli_epl_.' r.-.'
as ppssi}J1~_ev.en if.they .\laye,tp_invfimt .\t,, ~d tll~m
tell th~~- fr,i~n!}s 1 ';I,4,9~'.t kno"i }v~t she_, ~~~~.i.il":: .::
him; her p:u~})a,nP, waS: s~ch ~ nic'r W.llP· " -~d ,S(), •' :
on. Or~*e~._:coJXi_p:Wso_ri.:,_lf__ a_-w._arr,·_ied,._._;_wn__ :m.
..an
.....· _·_.·,'.
- ,. .
come~;~:W:~~~.4A.~M- \Vith~,or.e"\!j~lll:~vithol!-~~ _
cool in Meddlerville. But let a.divor.ced woman
come hqm~,atJ.~,M •. w~th,, o~ even ~tllAut a '. ..
male companion and it's "terrible the way that·
.

'' ·· ''. · 1 •d ·· · ·:J •· '·) ·'
''' ' '· ·
To' s~rt. oil a niol'~d6tl6tiy s\ilij~bt;
ref~r.
agaiii tdthe'myth bHii~- a1Vofcei( Sorii.e. :rlew
adJ"eb.tiv'es '<>'.r' ~·ati6U:t.t'o b.'e_·I;n,;p•l··ua'e.'d··.. ;:::s···e·s··I·d·e's

just

...

bei#i '*H'd,aric;t'~roD;if.;scu6u#,'.')uiYthl~.;f~c#-' ·• ·'
"hard-up''' If sexually deprived"' '''easy" ;to .
a su_tescol:~ at-e just a:fe~ ofthein:; Th~-re~.:.som~ b'Jni'#d S11 iliis''1s. t~'t'~{~~ she ~~s ,., '.
. .. . .
..
, . , .,~,
.
. . ,...
married and slept Y.,ith a man· evecy' nig)lt~
is therefore used to's~ ~,WlYf!: a·week,' then
of course now that she"s divorced and presum-

,_(:;:~--;~-~,.:~~--,-·'~~t;:~;~f:,;~~,(~

woman carries on."

It's obvious you don't have to d<{~ythingto acquire a reputation; just be divo~e,~~! Unles~ you
become immune to gossip, idle~ _not, you m~,.
never survive divorce!
·
..
. ;,.,'t"'%1~'
.•. :~;.,
,,
;"
[ 1ve heard a lot of divorcees b~'!J.nd cot4pfu1rit
·
about men who immediately as~~e she rS o~
"looking for a husband." Or t:baf'she can't g~-

·

· ··:·>: ·

·:~.

,r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~

\

~11~:=!:~·,

.have .it cuz .she's.used to having it." Maybe~:):
t~e~~e,nJ~~~~,;f~~
. h t -~~~
die~ ~r,;sle~i.:;:
·~ s 1;4;-!)J#
up !'J.t\1;:-tlJ!t,.,§hdi~
~inlY::tm"..
the type of men she deals with day to day. ?'.the
~ol~;;:p~nt~'!S, a~(Jj,v()~~J1?.8·tM right to · · e

~;;wJi~.~::An&'Wn~.e iVitlitmt''~'ng"~ ~ .. . ~with :
a torrent of,~e'*s~ .

insinuatio~sthaiMJe~·-

·-~;s:~ chodsEf~fl):ot to,·
<l$ldi\ii:>rced•s~'liaJ;~ no

~~~.~~~~~-~

caused a Vfi~ ~i~·,f'Jf;,JtiW'·'1.11 general. :Jsii:k of
being US~;'-'b£ t'M'1iftertq:Jla•fo b~, she soni~tznes
beco:¢e!f.WatY#Jf~the·"r~ guys and just -Mit~ens
the whble:~tluatiort. 'HThey either take you.'~t·for .
.
?ne_,~!;~~·f~r they won't take you out for ilhotller!'i
. That was howbne divorcee summed things ~~t
.
.
~-'~~·~- ..
Last, and notleast; the divorcee with kids P.~ably
suffers the worst of the discrimination, be~use it
is more 6ften their children than ·they who
the
objects _of rejection. Common remarks go IWY+
thing like, "She oilly wants a father for her' cliild)<~ ".to "}Vho waht~tp t:aiae iiomeone else1 ~.;klds?"
_Or there is the male ego trip, ,"I want my ~wn e;,
·· ., , kids l~"·~~V:t·~e~;re~rk I lulte the most has to Qe.t·
''She 1s.gbt·Igd$J' pi~~GE'J: IT!":·~

Sugar Creek ~k C()<)perative

'

'
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•
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tifmi
Books for the~·~Re:volu
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.~·-

: i ·; : ;,"T-hey d:9zlit even'·knciw ita~ ~.~udgment on

"i-'-s
;. ···a!re~dy pee,p. ~~E!.d. It all goes back to t . . ' \
that niany be~~'Ve ·~ v.;ornan .with kids is ~e'~
<go" out ~t'the intention 'ot';getting ihvol-; :.or
some such nonsense!"...
.: '•£;:;~::

. . . .'

.c'~i!""-•J.-"~·..:

{ ~ ;o~et{s

.-.

,~~--·~,doe··

~

-

lf\-' -~''>::

tlfe !J-.iho:gets involve~

e-

···tenf11 t6~~~cep~~ .kids: but the whole ti~

~~~sl~~arious·l)fans of disposal.for wbe
:'~gfj~arrie<f" · t~~fi,f!l~ ldds ~ ~~f.~d•
. 4~c:ba;'"O<r_w~er.,",and.~ther'flJive ha:

, e\rer. fiRe¥. ) l'W•i~g chl~dr~ ~. ha:rci:en~

...
..r :;1; ,

Witho'-l_t az.iot.oUheae \Umecessazj'liassles ''-~..
bably 8l'l'eadY plagued with doubts towards.~;>
·· st~tion., aU thi!'i only cl!,uses resentment to~,~;y
·:·wards,_hers~lf and ,~veil wor,s~. sometimes~:::..
·• wards her.'childreD. too~ · Sad, huh?
: .

USED

BOOKS .for

25c

I thi~ I've hit on everything I wanted to. In
comparing marriage and divorce, it's a real
toss upl "For better or for worse" might just
describe your chances with either one 1

' ,.:

....

Lisa
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Close· up:
ing a woman he dated for several
months.
2. A Narc Is Friendly
Ford always showed great interest in
meeting people. He always begged Dale
to "introduce me to this guy, introduce me to that guy." He tried to gain
rapport with total strangers by attempting to get them to find him some
dope.
3. A Narc Is Brave

won acquittal of the charges in midSeptember (see adjoining story.)

Ford Conley owned a rifle, an automatic shotgun, two other shotguns (one
12 gauge and one .410 gauge), a single
action handgun, and a 9 millimeter
semi-automatic pistol, which he kept
loaded in his room. None of these
couldr be considered collector's items.
He kept this arsenal for •protection."
He also carried a straight razor on a
thong around his neck.

Understandably, our source was willing to relate his experiences living with a narc, and to provide us
with some insights into the character
of Ford Jonathan Conley, Narcotics
Agent. The resulting personality profile ranges from the comic to the
bone-chilling--but it does give flesh
and blood to a hitherto nightmare
figure.

One night a loud party upstairs had
the ceiling and walls shaking. Dale
went up and asked the partiers to cool
it. Nothing happened. Agent Ford
Conley offered to go up again with
Dale. He stuck his loaded gun in the
back of his pants, and they went upstairs. Dale knocked on the door.
Ford hid behind Dale.

The masked man pictured above is MEG Agent
Conley, the
subject of this in-depth character study. Conley wore ski mask
and motorcycle helmet to disguise his identity from photographers
as he left the
in Stillwell's trial.

Many of us wonder what strange quirks
of character, what perversities of
personality, inspire pe?ple to ~ho?se
enbalming, bill collect1ng, or.JUn1or
high teaching as means of surv1val.
But even the enigma of these characters is nothing compared with that of
the person cloaked in mystery and
smelling of sewage• the narcotics agent.
What dark force drives these people
to 'the lowest, most despicable, most
dishonest, and hopefully most dangerous of professions? What perverse
thrills tickle their nerve endings
as they stalk stoned hippies t~rough
the labyrinthian dorms of ISU 1n
quest of a nickel bag? What motivates
these creatures to slither about in
the mud of deception and dishonesty?
Perhaps we can answer some of these
questions by close observation of
one specimen in grotesque unnatural_
habitat. The :following data wasceollected from Dale Stillwell, who was
an unwilling roommate of narcotics
agent Ford Conley for twelve months-and who was later busted in last
May's MEG raid for a November '74 ·
sale that his narc roommate had set
up. Stillwell, pleading entrapment,

Of course, a person's image of self
is one telling clue to personality.
We will attempt to structure our
data by first revealing what MEG
agent Ford Conley seemed to think
about himself and his role, and then
by imparting related anecdotes and
examples from his everyday life, as
his form.er roommate and bustee saw it.
1. A Narc Must. Be Loyal

In Januaiy, 1974, Ford Conley moved
in ':rith Dale Stillvifell. At that time,
there was rio MEG unit. Conley made
contact with Bloomingtbn Police Lt.
Snrague, the mentor of narcotics inf~rmants. Conley had been an informer
at Eastern Illinois University before
this contact with BPD.
During the spring of 1974, the six
counties and six cities later involved
in the MEG unit were publicly making
their preliminary plans.
'!'he P-A knows from another ex-MEG informant (see P-A IV ,¥2) that Lt. ·
Sprague was recruiting informants for
the not-yet-formed I/IE"; unit in the
spring of 1974. Presumably, Ford Conley was one of these.
Two nights a week, Ford Conley traveled to Peoria for police training
classe·s in the spring of 1974.
On July 1, 1974, the II!EG unit officially became active. That's when Ford
Conley ~ot a new gun.

.

.

One of Dale's and Ford's roommates
was freaked out by guns. Ford got a
kick out of going into his room, returning to the living room, sneaking
up on this roommate, pulling his gun
out of his pants, suddenly sticking
the ~WI in the-roommate's face, and
yell1ng "Blalll'b1amb1.am I ~....,.. o£.,ten:tiae•:;o~
'YlJell, t.be ~1.\n ~as l.oa,q,e~.~ _..· . . , ,~, '· ,.

·-\~ ···'·:~~:~::'··.:~1!<'<·llt>~},~:~-h~~~'"lil~~,,..~!f~,~~.,.

Ford Conley lived with Dale Stillwell
in 3 different apartments. He confided in Dale about problems in his
love life. In court, Agent Conley
said that he considered Dale a friend
even at the time he set him up for a
bust. At the 3rd apartment, Ford met
their two new roommates and several
of their friends and former roommates.
He later busted many of them, includ-

THE CHRONOLOGY
The technicalities of narc Ford Conley's roles (whether Agent or Informer or Jerk) .are kind of jumbled around
in the adjoining portrait of his persona:li ty_. For those pur~sts in the P-A
audience, we include thHl sketchy
chronology.
Some of the history was put together
• ' only after information came out in
court months later about what Conley
had been up to.

4. A Narc Is Sensitive

.

During the fall of t.974~',CQ.hley ;Was
considered an informer for IrcEG. His
j()b was to il}troduQe iV]S[:! ag~_nts. t,o
suspect~t:J. drug <::l,ii!a~ers. ,, Yet: MEG fl.:~·
least once aHowea Conli~Y t6· make''?ldrug buy, -t;noursh .At. wa~ @:l::y ror ~~ t~
('l'hat bust was later thr;-ow:t:}; out of
court. )
,,,
Iri December, 1
, tillweii
going
to Peoria for ,a stud,~nJ teaching job
interview. §~(E!Y l:Ja~8.-~Jte hf'J.4-::JYo <1~1~;
ver some Lsn· :u'1 'Peorlfoft:<so ~t;l· o:ffered
to drive Dale. Jt turned otitfat.~-r
tria t Conley was go in@; to Peorla for _·
hj,s ovm job int~rvie!v-:: applying for
a job as a ftJ,ll.:.time undercover I'IIEG
agent. Conley dropped Stillwell off,
had an interview with NIES head Jerry
"Superspy" LaGrow, and then picked
Stillwell up again.
·
On January 1, 1975, Ford Conley became
an official MEG a2;ent, and moved out
from Stillwell's ~ouse. None of the
people Ford had set up while living
with Stillwell were actually arrested
until May 1, 1975.
'rhus some of the people were picked
up more than six months after the date
of their alleged drug sales.
Bei re being busted, but after Ford
haa moved out, Ford's roommates began
to understand what was happening.
'rha t' s when Ford claimed that the
Post-Amerikan pushed drugs (see adjoining story).

Ford also enjoyed natures he made a
practice of going hunting and shooting small birds at close range with
his shotgun. He once proudly displayed to Dale a black bird with its
brains oozing out of its head. It
wasn't dead, but that was all right
with Agent Ford Conley. He liked it
when the birds would flop around on
the ground_after he shot them down.
Then he liked to finish them off
with a blast from his pistol, which
he carried illegally into hunting
areas.,

5.

A Narc Is Humble.

Two of ford Conley's favorite sayings•
"I'm rough and tough and hard to
bluff," and "I'm tall and lean and
really me,~n." · ·
··

,6. A Narc Is, Diplomatic.
MEG agent Ford Conley made a praq,tice
of walking up_t6~hi~ roommate's dog
and kicking ah(i qLtting it. Sometimes.
he would do-this while the dog "(as asleep.
·
7.

A Narc Is Matq.re.

At first, F'ord Conl_··.·e_··_._Y *.·_9_uld say h~
wanted to be in the Ma;f1a. Later 1n
the year, he deciqed that he wanted
to be a Mafia lawyer and defend the
big shots. He maintained HE KNEW all
about law. After all, ·he did take
two classes in business lawl Too bad
he was never instructed in the laws
of entrapment, solicitation, and
civil rights. Using a boot, he
fashioned a quick-draw holster,
which he wore low on his hips on
an extra belt. He would swagger
around and brag about how he could
beat anyone in a showdown. He practiced twirling his pistol like a
movie cowboy.
8.

A Narc Is Charming.

Agent Ford Conley called women
"heifers."

Here's another view of
undercover MEG Agent
Ford Conley as he left
the Courthouse.

11

Portrait
of a narc
9.

A Narc Is Generous.

When Dale was distressed about missing his bus to the Chicago area for
a wedding last June, undercover agent
Conley drove Dale as far as Lexington trying to catch up with it. He
gave Dale a little red pill and told
him to take it to calm himself down.
Dale asked what it was, and Agent
Conley replied that it was a "red."
Agent Conley later testified in court
that he had filled the red capsule
with baking soda and gave it to Dale
to gain his confidence in drug matters.

It turned out later that Ford had
worked as a narc 'at Eastern before
he came to Bloomington-Normal.
Ford also kept referring to his big
pusher friend who lived in Bloomington. His friend's name was "Dave
Garrison," who was the person Conley
arranged to make the buy (2 lids of
grass at $12.50 a lid) from Dale,
After the Post-Amerikan's 2nd publication of narc Dennis Garret's
picture, a friend of Dale's caught
on that MEG agent Dennis Garret was
the same person as Ford's "pusher
friend" named "Dave Garrison."

Conley also really did get out of
bed every Sunday morning and go tb
church.
We asked Dale if he could draw any
conclusions from his observations of
an undercover narcotics agent. Dale
said that he had met a man from
Casey, Illinois, Ford Conley's home
town, and that this man described
Conley in his youth as "the kid in
school who always gets kicked around.•

HI'M ROUGH AND TOUGH AND HARD TO BLUFF."
..,.ford Conley, undercover MEG agent
Conley claimed that he had shot a guy
in the leg near Charleston when the
guy tried to cheat him out of some
drugs. He also bragged that he had
killed a man in St. Louis by shooting him in the head.

When Ford Conley was finally put
on the spot about the real identity of his "pusher friend," he claimed
that Garret wasn't a narc. He said
that the Post-Amerikan was out to
get Garret because he was infringing
on the Post's own drug-pushing territory&

11.

1).

10.

A Narc Is Goo4-natured.

A Narc Is Philosophical.

Dale us.ed to go hunting with Ford Conley until he couldn't stand it any
more. Once they both went hunting
with a.nother man .who had never done
it before. The guy shot at a bird.
It fell to the ground, still alive,
and the novice saw t~at it was a little goldfinch. He felt.terrible
about shooting the bird•
As MEG agent Ford Conley finished the
bird by ~tomping it into the ground,
he turned to the guy and said, "Now
you're a man."
12.

A Narc Is Suave.

Ford met Dale through the Lindell
Apartment office when one of Dale's
roommates moved and he needed a new
one. They had pot roast for their
first dinner together in the apartment, Instead of using the silverware, Ford whipped out a flick knife-a pocket knife with the bolt loosened
so that the blade flies out easily-to cut his meat with. He also continually practiced with it to increase his speed.
14.

A Narc Is Honest

Throughout their time together, Ford
would tell Dale how he was making
so much money buying dope cheap at
ISU and selling it over at Eastern
Illinois University in Charleston.

This description fits in with Dale's
general analysis of Ford Conley. Dale
sees Ford's actions having their basis
in power psychology. Conley really
feels insecure and powerless (probably because he's such a jerk), so
he's very hung up on overt power
tripsa flashing guns and knives
around, bragging, objectifying women,
brutalizing animals, playing Secret
Agent, and getting people busted.
In spite of all this, getting up
sympathy for a narc is more than
most of us can muster. We can,
however, try to take the glamor and
appeal out of narcking for these
chumps, and make the profession as
unrewarding and dangerous as it should
be,

A Narc Is Religious

--- Phoebe Caulfield

Ford Conley often carried a
B1ble out of the apartment with
him when he was actually (Dale
found out later) going to Peoria
for police training calsses.

A~ent

POSTSCRIPT:
I have always found it difficult to hate
anyone, for I feel that to hate is to
give up hope of finding some settlement
of differences. Hate closes one's eyes
and suffocates one's mind. I must admit
that at times, I do hate Ford to the
point where I would like to see if I
could kill him with my hands. However,
there are times when·! have stronger
feeling towards Ford than hate.
•
These are thoughts of pity for Ford,
for the boy who doesn't have enough
self-respect, confidence, intelligence,
or guts to make it in this life on his
own. I also pity him for the day he
wakes up to what he is, or is not, and
realizes what he must live with. If
he can live with himself it is not because he is strong, but rather because
he is small, I pity Ford because he
is a hypocrite and phony who must use
eople to make his living, because he
s a liar who can't be truthful with
himself or others, eYen under oath.

i
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I pity Ford, as he is sick and doesn't
know it. And for this reason I pity

our society and our way of life. Is
Ford J. Conley the type of policeman
this country needs? OR wants? I pray
not. I have heard that most cops
never pull their guns, save for shooting someone. However, I believe that
someday policeman Conley will, in
fac~, use his gun, not because he has
to, but rather because he wants to.
I have known a number of cops in my
life. Most,,! am happy to say, were
not Ford J. ConleysJ they believed
what they were doing was rtght. They
didn't have to break the law to enforce
the law, as Ford and other agents of
MEG feel they must.
Ford, how do you justify this? Where
is your head at? Please try to get
some professional help.
--Dale

MEG's
Breakfast
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you read iri. Faniil~. Weekly recently that the ·.
y?ur parents qhoose for you influences the
""~n·rt~t•""Sion you choose? Ever .. hear of a:· tennis · ·
"!:J
~f. "c;f~J?,~~
.f.fJ\~named Court, a drag racer named Rod, _
~ti: '!rii·J:' !'!ll• '~ !!!~' 1:.'. ~"',;(j:
psychi:~hist name~ Cirilbalik·?
.
.
., ,,,
e;.J1 ;,1·l.t ~rJh· ;r ~f:r c~r~··:t "';J -~~ G' .r s. r~t··•".,~,. ,.... •• Well, Post researchers have come up with an
l;xample Family We.ekly mus~'.ve miss.ed: A
;t!1-J~l.i:::;, ;·:r$;t:.~:J;:•.:-h7 t'f~j: r_r_~w· .o;rroA!
·~arcotics agellt na~ed Bacoll f' · .·.
·
.,.(,: b;:f;J l'!{:$1 f. T1:
.":-::~r:.5:~·e:-/;.~

-~:z,.?.; ·f~~---

~-,.~~,~f w;,:;Y.tf.
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.b.l_;;:)·:,.
<::~; . ~~:-j~'::.J: Lrf:; t:~-3::
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Yes, the fellow represented here is really named
Dean Bacon, and he's a MEG agent, the evidence
clerk for MEG's Peoria office, and an undercover
dope buyer.
,,···

county Enf'o1_rce:me11t
$2 .. 05 a pound..

you off.·
call ours
zation, ~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
you the lowest _prices ¥» ~'fB .fSI-~ ,the
past 5 years.
How do we do it? Several reasons:
·First, ~e are go.o4 at what ~~ do and 9ur
emploie~;~ h~6~1.t·· '1b:\f~der! }l fg~'Coiid,
just simply work for less money on less

we

mark-up ~~f~~,g~~ e~{1;rl,~u~;r~t~~:~~

~~~·

Maybe ·it's just- easier to· say that
wh~n we do rip, w~ rip very carefully.
That' -·
our custom~rs keep coming':Who are· we? DiSC<?Ul1t"<,.

.......

~-., .Stor~s.

D·iscount Den
and
City Dump Stores

f

thinks he's worth

~~-+-~~~

More
Informers
Revealed
. :'fhrE!e ;more drug informers have come
• ~b the Post ...Amerikan • s 7attention recently.
Steve Warsaw, of Colfax, worked as a
·MEG informer, according to the September court testimony of MEG agent Denn!!'> ~G~r~~t. W.:..a:tts}w~·:,a6:J::iltoduced Agent
Garret to a potential drug supplier,
pr~senting Garret as a "drug dealer
from Champaign, •• On the witness
stand, Garret claimed that Warsaw was
not a paid informer, although that
option was supposedly open to him,

:<~f.i;~

Donald Gillespie Jr,, of 400 Blair
Drive in Normal, IS on probation for
several counts of delivery of LSD,
Gillespie got probation by provid.ing
MEG with information according to a
July 29 Pantagraph, 'Ke .. reported to
MEG weekly from the time·of his arrest
for dealing in November 1974 until' ·~is
probation hearing last July; the Pantagraph said,
William Carper, whose last known ad-.
dress is 1510 Woods, pled guilty to
two sales of LSD and PCP. His lawyer,
Hal Jennings, got quite upset when
Carper didn't get probation, because
Carper "had voluntarily cooperated
with narcotics agents as to the source
of his drug supply," according to an
Oct. 9 Pantagraph, Carper's lawyer
also said that Carper was "willing to
cooperate with the prosecution in
other drug cases." Carper's 1 to J
year sentence is being appealed.

Narcs

ROTC Come back?

Dangerous
Drivers

On )ednesday, October 15, a proposal
went before the executive committee
of the ISU Academic Senate to bring
~0 :'C to campus.
'c'he wording of the
proposal asserted that, "This is no
longer the sixties. It is no longer
· dishonorable t~ belong to the army."

The ~ost-Amerikan more than welcomes letters from
the readers, Send them to 101 North Street in
No'rmal, ana aon 't worry about 'the word limit that
most newspapers have. When a le.tter is longer
than the traditional letter-to-the-editor, we
often ~i ve it a headline and lay it out like a
regular article. So write to usl

Post-Amerikan:

Are we going to let rsu sponsor the
teaching and glorification of the art
of mass murder? I think not. It is
a right of the students at ISU to be
free of an atmosphere of militarism.
Rise up against lOTC!!!!!
·

Your article about ,,s·.; agent J. '.1.
"Bill" Stephens driving a sc:hool
bus failed to mention one very
important detail: he might get
those kids killed.

M.r. & Ars.
Eastland?

Since, according to the narcotics
agents' view of themselves, ·the
dangerous desperate dru;~ pushers
they bust would just as.soori. kill.
an ag.e.t+t as look at him or her,
the narcs· are walking tarf•et.s for
assassins' bullets.

a cqncerned student

I would like to thank Susie tor the
great article on Eastland's &exploitation ot children. This article
should be printed on the tront page ·
ot every newspaper in the country.

J

Hna·t ii,.'a· desper~te pusher found
Stephens while he was driving a
busload of kids? :Jhat if St'ephens
got machine-gunned and swerved the
bus into a building? Those kids
could get hurt.

I have a suggestion tor a contest
next year. Why doesn •t Eastland
sponsor a Mr. and Mrs. (or Ms.)
Eastland contest? The winners would
Of course, I wouldn't be so much
be the couple wi~b the most varicose
afraid if ;m:;:;•.s main energies were
· veins on their body,; (Jiia1'be Sher.1:t1'.·. ·
devoted to busting relativelyharmKing could' enter this, he'd be
·
le ss youn.g small-time dealers. '.Chose great.)
..
.

aren't the type who would shoot an
agent. Nor are-they the ones who
are really responsible for supplying
drugs to the area.
·
I think the school board should look
into the question of Agent s'tephens'
safety as a bus driver.
·•

--a concerned parent

wonder how the parents would react
to this. Yould they say that wo.uld
be stupid and childish? Ot coune
they would, but they don.•t seea to
think so in the cases ot their little
. girls.
·
I

learnecl.a lot . ti:'oa .that .artlcle ariel·
aor~ will. be Written about
contests l~te this'.
I

I hope

B·ig Brother
Still at Work
has been no change in the State
of Illinois' policy of operating a
welfare "cheaters" hotline number
through which anyoM can fink on persons 1 \•lith aSSUr2.nCeS that the tip ·, .
will be checked out •. One records the
. tip over the phone, and. anyone can be
turned in. Not.only could such a f'arce
put someone who does rec~i ve welfare·
.in a tight spot,. bU:t it can a:).so vic.-. .
timize persons who are .off welfare and ·
who are turned in by spiteful persons~
Please call 1-800-252~89(>3 (a toll- ·.
fre.e call) an(! l~t. the Depa,rtment qt
· Public Aid have a p.b;u;e ot, your mihdJ · ·
Fo.r·more infor.ma.tiori.-Bee P9ft-agi!rikan
·Vol
IV '.,'l?. page .~n'\·
· · ·· ...'
· ·
·
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Politics Makes Strange Bedfellours
On September 6, 197-5,· smiling Dan
alker cruised into Galesburg to attend a fund-raising function of the
Independent Democratic Action Club
(IDAC). Walker's host, Warren Blythe,
owner of Galesburg Cigar Co., is
chairperson of the independent Demoera tic group. \rJarren Blythe also has
had the dubious distinction of being
Galesburg's gambling machine boss.
Last December the local police raided
"Boss Blythe's" business, his home,
his soG Hick's car, and some rooms at
the Hotel Custer rented in Blythe's
na~e. (The Hotel Custer, interestingly
enough, is the headquarters for reputed Mafia fence Benny Amato.)

for Walker. Apparently Blythe told the
truth, for local politicos w~re
shocked by Walker's visit. They were
surprised he took time from his.busy
schedule to lend his prestige to such
a small group of apparent alcoholics,
gamblers, and influence seekers.
Besides Blythe and his employees, others who are active in the "Action
Club" include Rocky Rockhold ("The

The punch boards, pull tabs, and
other assorted pieces of gambling equipment took the detectives all night
to haul in and inventory. "Boss
Blythe" eventually pled guilty to an
amended charge against his company and
was fined a mere-$200.
Earlier this year Blythe was being investigated by the I.B.I. and the Illinois Department of Revenue in regard
to his underworld gambling machine
connections and possible violations
of the income tax law. The investigations were suddenly terminated and everyone is tight-lipped about why.
Prior to the Illinois Governor's appearance in September the IDAC met on
August 18th in the basement of the Ame~ican Legion building. Speaking to
about a dozen IDAC members, "Boss
Blythe" said the group would enjoy immunity with Knox County Sheriff Rayder
Peterson in respect to club gambling
law violations. (Sheriff Peterson has
his own law violations to worry about
as he is currently under State's Attorney's office investigation on charges of theft and malfeasance of of:fice.)
At the same basement meeting Blythe
bragged about his close political relationship with 1rJalker and told of his
attendance at a $!,000-a-plate dinner

1s

Fixer") and Gene Kennedy, the barj'l.opping independent cand~?-ate for
sheriff in the last election. A casual
observer is put to wonder why a man so
committed to honesty in government, as
Walker says he is, would allow himself
to be wined, dined, and used by such
an unsavory lot of characters.
--Mike Richards
Galesburg Correspondent

OFFICIALS VIOLATE
STATE DRUG LAWS
Every once in a while we read in the newspaper
that someone has been arrested for "cultivation of
marijuana. "
That arrest means that police caught a live marijuana plant growing on property (or in a flower pot
on property) for which the arrested person is responsible. Usually he or she is the tenant.
The police don't actually catch someone growing
the plant--they catch the plant, and assume that
the tenant is responsible for growing it.
One cultivation arrest recently arose from
plants growing in a back yard. The people inside
the ho\lSe were arrested, simply because they
lived there. Polic;:e just assumed that the tenants
were cultivating the marijuana plants.
The marijuana plant pictured here was photographed as it grew inside the Normal Public
Library, in the planter on the second floor.
Perhaps police would like to arrest the Normal
Library Board, or maybe the City Council (or
both!) for cultivation.
But police action would take the form of a
warning to destroy the plant.
Maybe police would like to admit that they enforce the cultivation law only on "likely" criminals: blacks, poor people, young people.
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The .Flip Side of Nostalgi
They are banned from many restaurants.
· All day they are kept in institutions where their
movements, possessions, appearance, and toilet
habits are closely monitored, (and controlled, if
possible.)
They are hired for the most menial jobs at low
wages.
Their families watch them suspiciously for signs
of aberration.
Police pick them up for walking down the street.
Even official documents refer to them as "cute
stupid little cretins."
You may ask, "why doesn't this horribly oppressed
group speak out against these injustices?"
No one would listen. They're only high school kids.
I guess the best thing about high school is that it
·gets over with. It seems like once people get out.
they forget what it was like. At least, I hadn't
thought about it for a long time before the Post obtained a letter written by Dorn Okopski, President
of ISU 1s University Union Board.

"Little cretins"
This letter, on ISU Union Board stationery, was a
call to action for all ISU student organizations to
help with a plan to limit the use of the Bowling and
Billiard Center to the exclusive use of ISU students
and faculty. In rousing language, Dorn asked students to volunteer to check IDs at the BBC door to
keep high school kids out. He said that by the end
of the year, he hoped those "cute/stupid little cretins will have gotten the message that they are no
longer welcome in our facility. "
I remembered the laundromat on Richards Street,
Clock, the Dog 'n' Suds--the places tha
were the real center of my high school life in
Joliet. I remembered not being welcome.
the Cuckoo

Consider what most people's everyday lives are:
work and recreation. For people in high school,
work consists of school and maybe a part time job;
recreation consists of hanging out. From interviews with high school students and articles about
them, I've gathered some information about their
lives which I think reveals what we all used to
.know when~ were in high school, but have conveniently forgotten: the teenager gets not only the
worst of both worlds (adult and child), but also
deals with a special oppression all his/her own.

"Let's see your pass!''
First, let's consider the teenager's work life.
Most adults see the teenager's main task as going
to high school, supposedly learning stuff. The
teenagers we interviewed do have more positive
attitudes toward school than I did. Their main
gripes, of course, are the rules which assume
that they are immature, irresponsible, and
Ejtupid. Among these are the requirements of
passes and teacher's permission to be late for a
class, go to lockers, see the nurse, or go to the
bathroom. Consider the assumptions underlying
these rules. These rules imply that either 1) the
student cannot really tell time, know when s/he
needs a book, know s/he feels sick, or know when
s/he needs to go to the bathroom, and therefore
needs a teacher's assistance in determining these
conditions; or 2) that the student is willing and
eager to go to any length, including lying, to put
off going to class for five measly minutes. If
2 is true, high school classes must leave something to be desired.

FPS/cpf

people who skipped school didn?t want to be there,
which makes out-of-school suspension really a reward for the skipper. So they made the punishment much more meaningful by putting the skipper
on lock-up. Nice going.
From talking with the teenagers, we got the idea
that Parkside Junior High is really restrictive.
People who went there agreed that NCHS seems
like a liberated zone in comparison. Also, they
like being back with their friends who had stayed
at Chiddix Jr. High when the two junior highs
split up.

85 cts an hour
Teenagers, like everyone, need money. The other
part of their work life comes in the form of part
time jobs, which are usually· bad news. Waitress,
food service, and busboy jobs are the positions
usually available to high "school kids. The two
women interviewed emphasized that a teenager
can't get a job tbQt is career-oriented. One of
them worked as a carhop at A&W two years ago for
659 an hour; carhops at A&W make 859 an hour.
The top paying job we heard of was one at Charlie
Arriba's Mexican Food, at $2.25 an hour, but the
women emphasized that this kind of pay was
atypical. Teenagers also feel that they have to
put up with bad attitudes of older workers wherever they work, and of course we all know that
food service jobs are among the most oppressive.

Even when teenagers do find jobs, they frequently
received lower wages than other, older workers
doing the same job in the same place. For example, in one local restaurant, a teenaged woman receives $1. 75 for the same duties that older workers get $1. 90 -$2. 0_!5 for J:>_erforming. Some of
them have worked there longer than the teenager;
some have not.
All in all, a teenager's work life sounds quite unsatisfying. It's a life that few adults would find
tolerable. Even if an adult must work a job that
compromises h~r/his self-esteem and self-determination, s/lre can look forWard to some carefree'·
recreation with friends. A high school kid's situation is quite different. As the Union Board letter puts it, they are not welcome.
I talked with high school students Jeff Weber,
Gordon Sipes, Kevin Essig, and Glen Hedrin at
the ISU Bowling and Billiards Center. They said
that they used to go to the BBC all the time during
the summer. With the new restrictions, only ISU
students and staff are allowed in the BBC on weekends. This leaves teenagers who can't drive or
don't have cars with "nothing to do" on weekends.
After going to school all week, they would like to
have somewhere to go with their friends. I asked
them what the ideal place to hang out would be.
They all replied, "Here."

However, Normal Community High School students
say that they judge classes separately: some are
fun and worthwhile, but the students are too often
taught down to, and they have to endure a lot of
repetition.
High school, as I see it, has gone to new lows in
practically admitting that it's a prison. NCHS suspension (given for skipping too often) is now inschool suspension, in which the studentis required
to sit in The Office all day. It seems that NCHS
lawmakers came to the brilliant conclusion that

FOR THE
MOST IN MUSIC

n··broadway
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1a: Teenage 0ppressior1
Bloomington Police Chief Bosshardt said, "If they
are out all hours of the night, the temptation's
there to get in trouble--whether it's of a serious
or minor nature." Well, chief, some people
·would say the same thing about cops. He goes on
"Unless they 1re working somewhere late at night,
: their place is home with their parents." I hope
~all you parents appreciate Bosshardt's advice on
what your family life should be.

"Got an I 0, kid?"
All six people interviewed resent implications that
all high school students are destructive and bothersome. The high school women said that BBC officials used one incident (where high school kids
broke a pinball machine) to justify kicking all of
them out. They said they had seen college people
wreck stuff there. Weber, Sipes, Essig and
Hedrin think that, "As long as we don't mess up,
we should get in. " They feel that college people
"want a place where it'll only be them--none of us
'little kids.'" Yet college students claimed in a·
recent survey that their top priorities in college
include broadening their "personal and social
development." I don't consider being exclusive
much of a positive social development. This exclusiveness was reinforced in an ISU Vidette editorial on Sept. 9, 1975, in which the writer claims
that a proposal for volunteer ID checkers to
"keep the facility exclusively ISU" is "an indication
of serving ISU students' best interests."
Another great aspect of the personal development
students get at ISU is preferential treatment. At
the BBC, high school kids who sign up for bowling
lanes sometimes wait two hours, because ISU students get lanes first even if they sign up last. Also,
ISU concert tickets cost more for non-students; on
the other hand, the women interviewed pointed out,
community affairs don't cost more for ISU students, even though the students don 9t pay local taxes.

Restaurant hassles
Local restaurants serve as alternative hangouts for
high school students. Weber, Sipes, Essig and
Hedrin named Mr. Kelly's and Tobin's as places
where they felt welcome. The female students said
that Papa Gene's used to be a great place to hang
,out, but it's closed now. Hanging out at a restau;":;Tant iS limited, however, by the buy ethic: restaurant managers don't want teenagers if they're
not spending money. The students pointed out that
if the Velvet Freeze really enforced its 15 minute
Teen Time Limit, they wouldn't even have time to
eat their food.
But at least the Velvet Freeze is clear and open
about its teenage policy. A former employee of a
local donut shop revealed that counterpeople are
told not to give water to high school kids. Adults
can have water. Even if a high school student buys
a donut in the morning, the counterperson is not
supposed to give her/him water to drink with it.
Of course, this policy's purpose is to encourage
the customer to buy a beverage, but it's not applied to older customers.
Teenagers, says the former worker, make up at
least half of the daytime business; yet one owner
claps that they drive away the "regular customers. " Many adult customers come in, buy one
cup of coffee (16¢) and sit around for two or three
hours; a high schooletudent comes in for 30-40
minutes before school, spends 79¢, comes back
for a break after school, and gets kicked out if
s/he doesn't buy again--and not gently either.
One customer reports seeing a teenager get rudely and roughly expelled from the restaurant; the
owner paid no attention to her claim that she was
going to buy a Coke. Regular custom~rs report
that this is not an isolated incident, but rather a
recurring event.
The worker interviewed also stated that high
school kids never harass the counterpeople, in
contrast to many of the adult- customers who do.
This puts the employees in an awkward position,
since they're supposed to selectively enforce restrictions on customers who are no trouble to
them.
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NOTE: The curfew law is still in effect in
McLean County. The court ruling applied to
another district in illinois, and local authorities
are waiting to see what a higher court says before
they pay any attention.
The six teenagers we interviewed all feel that curfew is unfair and unreasonable. One said, "It's
stupid--it's the same place at night, only darker."
All of them think that if curfews were left up to a
high school kid's parents, instead of the law, there
would be no increase in troublemaking, and they
would feel safer knowing that the police drove
around at night for better purposes than to bust
kids for curfe~.

Officer Friendly
The last hangout alternative for the teenager is on
the streets--and there, too, they are clearly not
welcome. Besides the limitations that bad weather
puts on street life, the students we interviewed
really believe that "the cops are after the young
kids."
One student related a "typical incident" in whic~
she and her friends were standing around in the old
Taco Villa parking lot when suddenly two pollee
cars with flashing lights and spotlights swooped
'down o:IJ. them; the police demanded to know who
they were and exactly what they were doing, and
drove away again without any explanation for their
intrusion. (Aren1t you glad you don't live in
Russia?)
Another teenager reports that driving down Main
Street once on the night of Homecoming last year,
the kids 1 car had a blowout. They pushed it into
the Weaver's Rent All lot and were trying to decide what to do when some friendly helpful police
officers drove up. The policepushed everybody
up against the car and frisked them, searched the
car, and even sniffed their pop bottles (so who 1s
paranoid?) As for dealing with the blowout problem, the police ordered the kids to leave th~ area
and walk home.
The most clearly defined manifestation of our
culture's attitude toward high school kids is the
curfew law. People under 17 must be off the
streets between 12 midnight and 6 AM on weedends and 11 to 7 on weekdays. The state curfew
was declared unconstitutional by a state appellate
court in Elgin early in October. Assistant State's
Attorney Ron Dozier said in the Pantagraph
(10/7/75) that "it was his feeling that the State had
no business deCiding if a person should or should
not be in a public place if he's (sic) not doing anything illegal. "
The Pantagraph's report of Twin City police officials' reactions to the ruling reveals where they
are coming from.
Normal Police Chief McGuire said, "We'd have
youngsters running around the street all night
long and there's nothing we could do about them •..
A youngster 14 or 15 years old has no business
out on the street late at night. " Evidently, teenagers make McGuire kind or nervous--and we
all know about nervous cops (remember Kent
State?)

Kids on file
:Another clearly anti-teenager law is the recently
passed Illinois House Bill199, which establishes
a central Juvenile File, to which any authorized
law enforcement officer in the state has access.
This file includes background information on every
kid under 17 who has had an "encounter" with police--even if s/he was not arrested, charged or
convicted of any cr:iminal offense. There are no
built-in criteria or procedures to protect teenagers from police violations of their right to
privacy.
In spite of all this evidence, there are still a lot
of people wro wruld say, "High school kids have 'it
easy." Maybe they are free from many adult responsibilities, but we should consider what price
they pay for this privilege. They are continually
treated with suspicion.. No one wants them on the
labor market, but everywhere they are expected to
be consumers. They are exhorted to behave responsibly, while being forced to obey rules which
presume their irresponsibility. They pay the
price of dignity, respect, and self-determination.

--Phoebe Caulfield,
with Alice Wonder
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KING'S TENANT INFORMATION
SERVICE

The Continuing Saga of Sheriff King
Browsing through +.he Pantagraph's Agriculture section for September 25, one
can find a short article entitled, "Ag
Club Requested to Help Fight Crime."
McLean County's donation to the new
Amerikan police state, Sheriff John
King, was on hand at the Brandtville
Restaurant the night before to address
the Bloomington-Normal Agriculture
Club.

One wonders if the Sheriff is allowing
landlords access to information not
ordinarily released to the public or
investigators except by written permission of the individual being
checked on, "Written permission only"
is the practice in the records division
of the Bloomington Police Department.

His message to persons in attendance
was essentially a simple ones the
county is so big that we need people
from the rural areas and outlying
towns to report to the Sheriff's Department any scrap of information regarding a crime that has been committed--even if it seems quite minor,
King urged rural residents to think
about registering their residence at
the sheriff's office, a practice that
was begun about the time of the McLean
County Fair during the summer. The registration program was begun largely to
deal with emer~encies (or so the Sheriff purported.)
But addressing himself to other issues
relating to rural crime, the Sheriff
suggested that owners of rural and
isolated homes for rent might be sorry
if they rent to single persons or young
couples, According to what King must
regard as his "hippy criminal" theory,
such a rented house might become occupied with more persons than the owner
had anticipat~d--"many" people "without
visible means of support."
King's answer to the "problem" he created that evening is to provide some
kind of information to rural home owners
about their prospective tenants. Just
what kind of information the Sheriff
reveals is a little unclear, because
the Sheriff told this reporter, "I
don .. t eare to discuss this with you,"

If the Sheriff's Department isn't
out "that kind" of information, just what is he trying to tell
a landlord? What other kinds of
information does the Sheriff have on
file just for such an occasion? And
how about some consideration for
landlords here in the Twin-Cities-when will they be able to benefit
from King's information treasury
so they can refuse to rent to "undesirables"? King know~; the
answers; he just ain't talking!
g~v~ng

--T-homas Pain
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Sympathizers Hold Vigil _

Deland Jailed
'!'he last Friday in September saw the
jailing of Brent DeLand, member of the
Bloomington Six.
rrhe charge: obstructing a "peace officer" at last year's protest against
Sheriff John King. DeLand was one of
three men found "guilty" by an ambiguously motivated jury. (The two others
are currently appealing.)
'rhe sentence handed down by Judge Joseph X:elly was a whopper, considering
the minor nature of the offense: :~100,
a year's probation, and a weekend in
County Jail. 'l'his last, according to
observers, was an unusual scurvy embellishment on Judge Kelly's part. DeLand, remember, was arrested just for

asking a policeman for.his I.D.
Remember too that the purpose of the
original demonstration, in part, was
to call attention to inhumane treatment of prisoners in th.e very same
building DeLand and his two comrades
were sentenced to srend a weekend.
If Judge Kelly wanted to make a political statement with his sentencing,
he succeeded. If he didn't, he's stupid or mindlessly malevolent or both.
Members of the public, conscious of
the message contained in DeLand's
jailing, turned out to hold vigil as
the former Department of Children and
Family Services employee submit~ed to

incarceration. Carrying signs that
read "Free Political Prisoners" and
"Jail the Pigs," they watched DeLand
enter the building in the company of
his lawyer.
All told, over fifty sympathizers were
present. They stood outside the jail
an hour.
·
At the same time, Sheriff John King-in spite of all the atrocity charges
levelled at him-- goes free.
A weekend in jail may not be long, but
it's a heck of a lot longer than no
time behind bars.
-

--D.C.

"I chose to do only what I had to do"··DeLand
Two weeks following his weekend incarceration, Brent DeLand spoke to a Post
reporter over the phone. Following--are Mr. DeLand.'s words, distilled for
conciseness.
"My experiences inside were not very
exciting. Some of th.e other prisoners
treated me like a celebrity. They'd
been told a lot of stories about me
beforehand--that I was paranoid, crazy, communist, going to organize a
break-out, I guess they'd heard
these sort of stories beforeJ they all
knew it was a lot of bull.
".The people inside were really good
people--at least in the section I was
in. None were hardened criminals or
anything like that. Most were in for
small money hassles or dru~1 charges. ·
"One guy there was definitely a
stoolie, but he wasn't smart enough
not to let us know it. Nobo.dy hassled him much1 he was pretty pathetic.
He was broke and doing it for tobacco
money.
"The keepers there are really pathetic.
When you have nine men in a room watching you undress, then inspecting your
rectum for anything hidden--that's de-.
humanizing. In draft physicals, you
undergo the same sort of treatment,
but at least you're in it with others
and you can joke about it together •
.Here you're alone.

"I was told by some of the.weekenders
that people .aren't getting put in the
hole as much. When they are, though,
it's still for stupid reasons. The
week before I was there, one weekender. got put in the stand-up cell
because his wife had driven by the
jail and honked to him. They traced
the car by its license, then put the
husband in the hole.
"One further message I would like to
see in the Post• they need playing
cards, books, pencils, and writing
paper in there. I remember when I
came out I mentioned this to people,
and they thought I was kidding. Yet
it's important when you're inside. ·
a way I'm glad I went in. It
forced me as a state bureaucrat--one
who has seldom admitted that he was
one--to see what I'm supposed to be
about.

~In

"In no way do I feel I deserved my
sentence. But being inside made me,
as a human being, realize how oppressed fellow human beings are in
McLean County--and the rest ~f the
world,"
--Denny Colt

Brent DeLand prior to his weekend in
jail.

-sheriff King appeared several times
during the weekend asking me to sign
a statement saying that I wasn't. hurt'
While in jail. I asked him if I was
required to sign it. I wasn't, so I
didn''.t.

•r only chose to do what I had to do.
The_food was poor, so I chose to fast.
•one thing I'd stress• since last
year's protest there have been some
changes for the better in County Jail.
TV·, reading material have been made
ava_ilable (though most of the . reading
material is--in my opinion.:..-really . · .
· bad). Baths are more frequent1' there"
are more mattresses in the cells.
•conditions are still poor, but they
have
better.

Life is a c,:ontinuous adjustul,ent to external stimuli. The existential
responsibilities of our choosing and/or inheritaJ:lce in. relation to
the changing

n~essities

of the moment force the individual to inake

decisions affecting his/her ability to appreciate , enjoy, and find
meaning in his/her situation. The interaction between internal needs
and external demands compels the individual to find solutions and to

choose directions in which s(he) can harmonize self 'and :~rid ·to. hl~/
her unique personality pattern and energy field. Astrology is a conscious tool developed to aid the individual to discover his/her own way
to self-actualization and to understand his/her own rythym. in relation
to the cycles and meanings of the larger whole.

1J lnt:roduct:lon t:o self act:uelizlng :Ast:r~logy: A B aasalon course
dealgnad t:o explore t:ha phlloaophlcal end paychologicel elamant:a
. of Astrology~. .
BJindivldual chart: ·aaaaiana.
3J lnt:egrel yoga class---free--Monday night:a •.
1st: claaa Nav. 2nd 1 197!5 at: 6:30 p.m.
------Call .J.B. at: 4!54-2736 if yau are int:eraat:ed.
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Gene.ral Mills promotes
ugood nutrition"

INDIANS JAILED

•

. (LNS)--3 Oglala Sioux Indians· from the Pine Ridge Reservation were found
in contempt of court and jailed at the end of September for refusing to
testify before a grand jury in Rapid City, South Dakota. The grand jury
is currently investigating the shooting incident in Oglala on June 26 in
which an Indian and two FBI agents were killed. The grand jury has
subpoenaed only political activists and their supporters. Those who
support the federally-imposed Tribal Government (led by Tribal Chairperson Dick Wilson), even those involved in acts of violence, have not
been.called. Nearly thirty people_on the :reservation have been kllled by
Wilson's men since the l973 WoUnded Knee oeoupatlon. These cases have
-not ~ investigated _br irimd juries.
·
·

( Lh'3) ,~,he U.s. Dept. of A,:;riculture has just published
'"l'he ':!'hing th~ Professor Forgot,~· a story book on nutri tion for children which "tells the story of good eating habits in pictures and rhyme." '::'he booklet was developed
by the General ['.",ills Corp., the company that. produces
Trix, Lucky Charms 'and Count Chocula c'ereals. :rutrition
expert$ have long maintained that thes~ cereal soodies ,
and ~others 'lilce them, loaded with su?;t>r, have almost no
.' putritional value and contribute si~nificantly .to.
children's tooth decay. In addition, -they encoura.~e
'b:;td eating habits at an early age.. :Dllt .. the ia?;ricui ture ...
·department doesn't seem fazed 1ri.the least, 'ioi- the book. ; .le.t,. along wHh a ·messar~e ·on ."good nutr,i:t.ion," will. be
: ':pro'I'IIO:f;ed· 'on .aboUt' 40 million General :'¥ills cereal .boxe8
~n the· next fe.w months.

me~sur~ ~:'!'!~hle~~ness

·..

(

'

'

,FBI l"vades Reservation
(LNS)--100 Armed FBiagen~ hl\'!lded the Rosebud Reservation ln South
Dak~ on Sept 6. They br()ke'lnto. two homes~ attesting 4 well-knoWn

p~'oauct·

American Indian Movement ~ember,, among others. The 4 are charged
wfth assault. allegedly stemming from Sept. 2 fighting incident at the
l'e&ervatlon. On that-date, .Z,men·~t up one of the arrested. They were
· later- .seen ln a car,· with FBI agents. Their second attempt at a beating
was broken up when the .{Jidlan's friends inteiiered.

(LN$) ·.. One
o·r a
is
the amount of advertising the producer· puts ·in to sell it.
Not;· surprisingly, the .companies with t'he nighest adve:rtis'ing .budgets in. 1974 •. accolldihs to Advertiaing Age, were
.· ·co.mpanie.s selling cosmetics, pet food,.· non~prescriptiqn
drugs, cars, ci:sarettes, alcohol, and junlc food.

a

:··,~~~,·-employment· high

·l.ndi__n$· .· Refuse Shell

· Whlle. the Ford Adainlstratiol'l ta.v• it ,s~ia. "•ighs '()f en.· c:ourag-e•ent" in the alight dip··· · in Ubetllployllfent from .
·8 •.6"' iiLJul.y·. ~Jl. 31'·1n Septea.,et, .it has, bet!" silent
. Ol'l- t~e. topi-c- ~f!. ~~~elt lJJ:Uliitplo_.nt•.. ·;A,n4 no wonder • for
. the .bl~Jf ~.~nemploy~~ent rate aoared fr011 13:'. to 14. 3'1' dur·.lng !the ...... ;.period.· the•. National Urban League,, which
. ,ta6ulatd · blac« · ~•plopent rates, .aayj the real unempldy•en:t rate aMOI'lg black· pe~ple. ia twic:e the offi~ial rate.
The Urbu··Le~ft.'tou... 2.:9 million un,mployed. ·in the . ·
·
f).nit:.q~er~~t ·:197S,. J,06 •illion b1aeka were une!lploy•
·eel ·c~urlng~the ·aecoftd q..-az.tter of 1975. · According to the
· . Dept. ·f»f ldlbor·Statia'lics; .· iftdwtriea .. in whi(!h black un...
.eaployatmt ·1•· doub~e · tha~. of white un~•ployaent include
conetructti»n:antl' pritaary.•etala, as wttll as retail trade·
.. arid·· tl'le;,ae"ice ·secti-on •.Both local and· federal ~overn
MI'ltS. tt•d.thne times the•.naab4tr of blaeka ·laid off than
~bi~:t..+•c~l\f,.-.9~~- q~~•r of 1975 •.
;~,?~ .~t '~ f -~:~~,;;~ :··:;:~~,~~~ , ': ~;-·-..>_::~\- ·:.·-·"' 'i 1':. :: '?·~--;-!;=i ./
')~ :· -' .,

( LN~) -- '.l'he Crow Tri t?ai, Council in Mon~a,na dealt a blow
to the Shell -Oil.Comp~ l~ Septe._ber when they rejected
a Shell Oil bid to. lea.Se )0,000 acres on the Crow Reservation for coal strip •in1n8~ Shell h~ci hope4 tQmine
•,
at least $1 billion .in coal from the. •rrart8ement; The
tribalrejection calile after a SUIIIaer-long hard-sell C1111paign b)' the oil -conglomerate. At the Crow Tribal Fair,
Shell set up a •ovie sho.w.l,ng how ~trip 11ini~ ultima.tely
•benefi tfl• the area. · The film narrator noted th~ Crow
!'ad once relied on buffalo mea:t for sustirience. ·"Earth
lllot~r is· still ljr()vldlng for tier c-hildren, • the narra..
tor ,said. 'Coal is "the l'l&W buffalo--a new. kind of nour- ·
lshme.nt... Die c'oiftpany ·alao gave away 'keyehaina and penlights in thelr ef~ort to ~in the people over •.

'• E ' . .., .
c
_.,· ·:..:-· ·.· '(:LSN'>··-r~·i~~.:Pon:~~·
.· ·xxort·:,~w"'~i~~r,,:::
,,~nlf9$$.,.~-·
. ~.-.·~~ ~:~~~~·;1'1ihe··>~t1 4~puttori , · . .·
T

A ·grand jury in Columbllsi Ohio~ lias· in4icted officials of
Consolidation Coal Company, one of Appalachia's lareest
mining companies, for falsifying dustsllfl1ples they submit to the gov'errunent. The samples are .used to determine
whether·dust levels are high enough tg, cause respiratory
ailment's such as black lung disease, .commonly c,ontracted
by miners • . The 1?4-countindictment cites numerous.in.. ~tances during 19?3 and 1974 in which ·cpnsolidatJ,on of- .
- f.i.cial8 swt tched samples and made false •statement~S to
. the tederal Mining Enforcement and Safet:F Kdministration.
:If conv.icted, Consolidation Coal. Company could b~ fi.ned
$25,000 on eac;h' of the 174 counts--- or $4,280,000 •.
:· . ·
· ·
•
..;....,LNS

·.· l:g:&. ~rotes:ted· •.

~'

•.•

( LNS) A' ·a.unch•ort';'£or· Agl',icul ture Secr~taty · Earl Bun
was disrupted Oct •. 4 ~s.two.protesters. handed: out leaflets calling Bu1;z "living proof of the swee:theart,U.rriage
between the U.;$. government an~ agl-ib~,isineas." _· "Fol'd,
Kissinger, an<tButz.·are now.open:Ly using ·the threat. of
famine ·to retain u.s. ce>ntrol over raw materials.and
Third World Jeoy~d-es~• said the<protesters' leaflet,
which sh~ed ;;.; "ictu:r.e, of a ~tt,~;ing woman. and chUd.
While B\tjl· h •.•. ·sala~y 'of· $~~:,ooo a year andclives in
plush at~lu~n,~~~-\ th- l~6flet :~gted that as ag. secretary'
he "has .,w-omo~it.ct:·.poll::c~~s •.to ~ise the price of food
stamps',::,.~~; ~t,,:.free S()ndol''lurt~,_., p.rog:r:am.s •. a~d draailtic.,
ally"red~~e, ~in resEirv~s· for•. entergency aid.,"
·

,; .
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Sioux beaten to death

.. Coal ·C0111PII~y_ :~Lies

~

·,

allowance tax 'loophole,JhS. o1l . eom~1es have · •
dras·t-~c.ally, q1,1t •ck. -ex:Rlor..'tion. for .-':lew <?~1 end gas .
welJ.;$' $QJ11e.. b_y ;lft()re thari 20~. . -Whereas.. a x-ecord 3:34 s~rs,.. dlogr~;hic ~xp~.'cu::-..atl:ori~ were out: see~ing . new r~serv~s. ~n>
July: 1974',:·only... 266. w_er~ .. at work th-1~ JulY.• .. s~mer ...
months are usually the peale months for geophya1cal ex
ploration •.. While denying the cutback. was an attempt to
blackman Congress in~o. restoring the looph~le,. EXXON ·
executive and geop~ysrc~st J •. Dan ~ke~ton ~old the
Chicago Tribune, "A drop off ll'} dr~ll1ng w~ll fol~ow and
four or five years later youwrll.see a drop off 1n
oil production~"
··

;( LNS·~· ·. $~~'r8. ~~~till.c)gue) -~The'.'Env~ronmeJltaJ. -Protect i ori .Ag~rt.:
cy found "intolerable" amounts of radi'oactive .material 1n
d.rinklng wa1;er near three uranium mining ar:eas .in New Mexico. Kerr.o;McGee Nuclear Corporation, ·Anaconda, and United
Nuclear .failed t.o develop adequate monitoring systems to
protect water supplies surrounding their mines. The three
corporations issued denials that they w_ere breaking existing
regttlations.
·
·· · '

'
.

'

4

JfiBb":iijdiiUOII· ·fOUrid .·ill··
·~-;)•·•xk:ag· poY#·er· . plant':
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(LNS)--In continuing violence on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation in South Dakota, Jim Little, a 35-year-old
Oglala Sioux, was beaten to death by four men on Sept 10'
in the town of Oglala. Little opposed the tribal govern~
ment structure, which was established by. the federal government in 1934. Joe Stuntz, the Indian man killed by the
FBI at Pine Ridge last June, was buried on the land of Jim
Little's father. Jim Little has been buried next to him._

Viet_ refugees hold strike·

. . ( ~AN/LNS) . 44 ~ ietname~e ref~gees on the us· military, b~se ·
:?.t Guam ...began a •hunger strike Sept. 5 to press their deman for an immediate return to Viet ltlll!l. Most of the
Vietnamese seeking repatriation from Guam are men who
served in Thieu•s military and were ordered to fly their
planes or take ships to u.s. bases in the Pacific after'
the April 30 lil:)eration of Saigon. At least 13·airmen
clailil that they were drugged by U. ~. military personnel,
and forcibly re111oved from Viet Nam. The Republic of s.
VietNam is-reportedly willing to accept the refugees
from Guam. In Washington, the State Dept. has denied
any knowledge of the.hunger strike.

Iranian· Students Arrested
Houston poi ice arrested 124 Iranian students Sept. 27
d?ring an Irar;ian Student A~sociation demonstration out· stde the I~am.an consula~e rn ~ous~on. . A decree recentJy passed 1n Iran,auth,_ ....._P.s l1fe 1mpr1sonment for any
lranian.who
demcn::: 'r.he
... .:ttes
av.. ain. stwho
thewore
government-inside
or
oytsJ.de Iran.
students,
white paper
ma~ks to avoid identification by Iranian agents, also
tore up all their identification papers ~s they were being: led to the Houston jail, to avoid having their names·
officials.
•
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ITT--$789 ,000
J/:K~pn~th ..J8Jni.eson, EXXON•-$677,000
Wi.l;ilam·t. Lapor1;e .. ~meri·can H-ome Products-.-$600,000
Rawleigl{Warner Jr •• Mobil Oil--$596.ooo"
·
William S. Paley, CBS--$588,000
Leonard Goldenson, ABC--f582,000
Maurice F'. Granville, Texaco--$579, 000
Charles J. Pilliod Jr., Goodyear--$564,000
Meshulam Riklis., Rapid-American--$545,000
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(LNS)--Rallies and demonstrations against the military
junta in Chile took place in dozens of cities around the
wor).d qn Sept. 11, the 2nd anniversary of the 1973 rightest coup that overthrew the Popular Unity government ~f
Salvador Alleride. Most of the rallies condemned the Junta's im~risonment of pblit~cal oppon~nts, w~ich stil~in
clude 13 members of the Ch1lean Parllament, and. the JUnta's terrorism and t·orture · tactics.
·
\

:.:;

. fi ·;; ., c.·,: .

"!',

(LNS)-:-:a recent survey by the •Na'tionalEnqf.lirer found that
America,ns a,re borobar.P,~d bY a.d:ver:t;isements; in. e.x:cess'•o.fY '
$110 pe~ Jear per person.
,, ,
. ,,·:

the AID in

PAlN

ve:lrQb s vunl

(LN'l ~~~\-ier~IV -~~ <,1(~

J

angrily to Europe's last remaining fascist government, .
the :US-would only· say that it ·condemned 'the ''cycle •or" ·
violence" in·. S"Qain.- · Throughout the. entire perd.pd from.
the firs,t Jl'IUitary trial~?- ~n Jatf'! At.kg!.ls;t, to ·the executions of leftil'it.s on 9.ep,t. ;,47, Sec •• of p.t0;te H~nry.
Kissinger met constantly_ w1 tn Sp~n~sh forel,gn, {llin,ister .
Petlrd Cortina Mauri,·.· in'an·'eifort to bmew·'a · ?·-y~ar ·. ·. , _·.
"agreement ori friendship arid~co·operati6n~' i t ' a euphemism
for military aid. 1'he' aid package reportE!!dly dalls for
$750 million in military credits to Spain during the
next five_ ·. ~ea:s, _and a.~.ecoglJ,it.i~!),._,_Pf "mutufrl ~~ei_u_,_ritB,
and eco:P~lll-~e,4Jt&res~~'"':i
~.~.,~.~,.Jl),
~~n·
?~~ ~~,~~;;f~~ ·~c~·

~:;~·;{!1~

i

·~t:
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South Africans· jailed

Rallies hit Chile junta

.
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( LNS) The South A:t;r:ip~. ,ap;:rrtJteir;l r,egim~ ,i.p .~retoria has
conducted an in~en~Uif!d; ca!lpakgn', of·&!Wl'is:t' ~:iince midAugust both inside Aouth Africa and in occupie~d Namibia
(formerly known as South West Africa). Police implementing
the "Terrorism Act" have arrested and jail~d 68 people
identified as members of or leaders of student or worker
black organizations. Nine black s. Africans are currently
on trial in Pretoria under the 1'errorisni Act, charged with
subversion and advocating the violent overthrow of the ·
government.
(They participated in a demonstrat~on supporting the liberation of the Portugues-e colony Mozambique;)
If convicted, th~y ~ould face _death.
·
·

South Viet Nam
en~ters U.N.
i
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Administrative ~~Difficulties'' Prevent
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Downtown Food Stamp Distribution
Bids for a site for the new downtown Post Office substation closedl on September 22 with the
City of Bloomington appearing as the only source
of a bid. The City of Bkomington proposed to
rent a little less than 1500 square feet to the
postal service in the downtown parking garage.
However, a real estate specialist for the postal
service in Peoria explained that it is impossible
to tell how long it might be before the Postal
Service makes a decision on the site.

Wilder said the Postal Service wants about 2000
sq. feet in their former main branch, with access to the dock area. Postmaster Buhrke seemed to indicate that food stamps would not be distributed downtown until the new substation was
built. An unidentified postal worker at the downtown Bloomington facility told the Post-Amerikan
that food stamps couldn't be sold in the present
structure because there isn't enough security to
protect the valuable food coupons.

Apparently, the Postal Service doesn't have to
take the low bid (even with a single bid) and can
negotiate with other bidders (whoever they may
be) using "open advertising" to take advantage
of the best offer.
What all this may very well mean for food stamp
recipients on Bloomington's West side is Hat
they will have to make a lengthy excursion to
the postal facility near Eastland or travel to Normal to pick up thei~ coupons. Bloomington Postmaster Buhrke told the Post-Amerikan he hopes
it's "not too long" beforethenew facility will be
in operation. Nevertheless, the proposal for the
new site is being stalled.
Gary Wilder, the director of the Occu:tJiational
Development Center, is hoping to move that facility into the old post office station on East St.
by November 15. The ODC Board is presently
tied down in negotiations with the General Services Administration for the rental of the old
post office facility.
Wilder said he hadn't heard from the General
Services Administration for 6 to 7 weeks as of
October 13. He explained that the GSA may be
waiting on ODC's Small Business Administration loan to go through before they will entertain completing the negotiations for renting
space to the Postal Service for a substation in
the present facility.

If the downtown substation works out a lease
with ODC, security will still be a problem. If
a new substation is built in the City's downtown
parking garage, security will still be a problem.
Is the problem a question of having enough people to make a substation function smoothly, having enough armed security personnel to protect
food stamps, or simply that nobody is particularly concerned about the needs of food stamp recipients?

THE PRESENT SITUATION
Food stamp recipients now have to fight their
·way across Empire on Fairway Dr. without
the benefit of pedestrian crossings. Postmaster
Buhrke said he sympathized with the plight of
food stamp recipients who had to rely on bus
transportation, and was suggesting to Robert
Tate who chairs the B-N Transit Board to provide for bus service to the east side Post Office.
A spokesperson for the Transit System told the
Post-Amerikan that she expected the newly
scheduled buses to be running to the new Post
Office around December I. Unfortunately the

bottleneck arising from taking the bus only to
pick up food stamps there is the wait involved
for the trip home.
Another aspect of the food stamp distribution
problem which seems to rest in the hands of
welfare bureaucrats in Springfield is the time
period in which food stamps are distributed. In
September the McLean County Office of Economic Opportunity circulated a petition asking that
distribution hours be extended throughout the
week and on Saturdays. The rationale the MCEOC
used is tln t persons who hold down full time
jobs and are paid on Fridays are inconvenienced
because the food stamps cannot be secured after
3 p.m. Mondays through Fridays. Food stamps
are never distributed on Saturdays, so food
stamp recipients must either wait until Monday
to either run to Bloomington's east side or Normal during lunch breaks or authorize someone
else to get the food stamps and make them
go the distance.
Postmaster Burhke claimed that the hours
for food stamp distribution are set by contract
between the postal service and the State of
illinois Dept. of Public Aid. He claimed he is
"positively bound in" by the system. Nobody
from the MCEOC was available for comment
on the success of the petition, but Nancy
Barnes, MCEOC's outreach worker, told the
Post-Amerikan that the petitions would be
sent to Jack Lauer, Gerald Bradley, Gil
Deavers, and Harber Hair so area legislators
would recognize a problem existed there.
Readers with suggestions about dealing with
problems in getting food stamps should contact
Nancy Barnes, MCEOC's outreach worker at
828-1412.
Thomas Pain
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No indictment for
"flag desecration"
the paper-work to the State's Attorney, who in
turn shuffled the stuff to the grand jury. What
a fun way to deal with an excuse for looking in
someone's vehicle!

In September the grand jury refused to indict
George Marsik on the charge of flag desecration. Marsik visited the Bloomington Police
Department on September 3 after he found a
message on his van left by Officers Brienan

--Thomas Pain

NEWSPN'fRS
t

and Frank. Brienan and Frank had been "cruising by" and noticed (with their x-ray vision),
big holes in the American flag Marsik had suspended to his van 1s ceiling. Th~,...-condition of the
flag would not be apparent to most normal folks
without entering the van.

'
MAGAZINES

State's Attorney Welch presented the evidence
against Marsik. Brad Murphy, who had pre-"'
viously dealt with the case, and who provided'
public comments about it, more or less stepped out of the picture. Murphy and Welch told
the Post-Amerikan that the case was a delicate
one. Welch indicated that the Illinois statute
in question had been revised several times.
Several years ago, a federal court threw out
a similar case in which a man had a flag suspended by wire to the roof of his car, resulting in holes in the flag.

COIN~

.STAMP
SUPPLIES

A month ago, the State 1s Attorney's office didn't
know what to do with the case. They avoided filing felony charges, throwing the 'Dtatter into the
grand jury's lap. AccorQi.xw; to r~Q r~ ....
the gra:nd jury's aectslo~V~rsfw""a"; -~~~,,;,,
tope hassled because he'd "cooperated with police in the matter." But Marsik had no choice.
He hadn't known what the police wanted; neither
did the State's Attorney or the grand jury.

But the police apparently knew what they wanted:
using the "Clear vieW doctrine" in the most
shoddy way, the police had been able to get a
good look at the inside of Marsik 1 s van. Not
finding what they wanted, but needing material
evidence to justify their snooping, they charged
Marsik with deaecrating the flag~ Then they released him on his own recognizance, shuffled
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REASONABLE HOURLY RATES;. NO RIP-OFFS; WHOLESALE PARTS

ant Ripoff

~:

i'r.u~~nd.erstand.ing~ so~etimes · h,ave ·.
•. ugly consequences, ~specially when
, someone-tries to profit from them.
;·J. A case:ln point iS:;the:···plight:~.or.-_ -·
t two: ISU students, who o,ut ,of sheernecessity rented l'.n apartment
owned: by the·Twin Cities' trust
kingi, Robert Len.z.. · ·
.l

of a ~omplaint from a neighbor,
asked'them to turn down their music.
They complied with the request, but
wondered why the 'complaining tenant
had not come t.o them with the request.
The next day·the men found on their
door a typed order for them to
vacate the apartment.
The order was not issued through
a McLean County court, and was not
notarized. Both men ignored it-unaware that Bob Lenz had a big
surprise in store for them.

~

What's the problem here ?
According to reports in the
,Pantagraph, Andre Fields and
'Michael Thorton, who reside at 404
· E. Vernon, called N.ormal Police· to
report the theft 'of over $1400 in
stereo equipment fi::omth~irapart
ment. Less_ t}'lan an:.flo~r lateh.
,· each of the tWo; ment~&,re pla~ed
;:. under arres't for et'}..mi;nal t~spass
/:to property and posif~~si,on: of :mari·: juana. Thorton··was addi-tionally
. charge·d with ba:ttery afU;.r he and
; the apartment r¥-n~ger Gedj:"ge Perkins
, allegedly got into a.,,J;.ig)it.
•.
As usual, P~Uttagraph reporting
:: took the police reports on face
~value and di4-n'~t ~nves;tigate any
tfurther. The person responsible for
the real criminal d~age~was mentione~ phce· ir:t Pan~agt'a_.~ accounts.
F~e~ds and Thorton returned home
from e~~S£1f!S. ~:t.J;SU qtl S~ptember 30
to find· t·heir· apartment··ctoor open,
over $'400 _(nq~_ ~$;t4i()~) ~qrth of
stereorequipmen·t- mistHng;·fRlus a
si
on
or ·~ich
ti:!llU~·]JI.Q::·cme·--.lf.ajt···t1.r;, enter the
~tm•nt
sation.
able' for

Lenz's lease legalizes theft
Imagine your reaction if you
came home to find the lock on your
door changed·plus valuable possessions missing. Clause 10 of Lenz's
lease authorizes such activities&
" ••• Upon the non-payment of the
whole or any portion of rental
herein or the breach of any term or
condition of this Lease by LESSEE,
- the LESSOR may:-it his election,
either distrain (which means ripoff) for-said rent due, or declare
this Lease at anend and. recover
possession as if the same were held
by forcible.detainerl the LESSEE
hereby-wa-iving ar:I.Y notice of said .
election or.. an.y dep~an(;{ .fo,r, t-A~ possessio~·,.of said premises.,.'! Wha.t this
jarg9n.- .r:nea.ns,is.;that Len.z .can. using
his,pw~":interp,re~:ti¢n<pf .r~ali ty,
seize thing~,w}licn r,igh.tf:'tlJly b;e,I,ong
to his tenants. ·· :, .. ,_ .....,_. . . ,, :... ·
The Post-Amerikan ~s'!{ed, s'onie.
the,' ~~:ts at "the_. Hil;l~id~, ,~oiJlpl:ex
why they: s~ne;<;t.,a ,1_!"!:8,$3;~.': lJ._}te;. ;t;hji!..t,,;:
and the ove:whelming, .r~~q>pn:s&t..w~s. ;· , .. ,
that they d~dn't really have any
choi~J·~~~n-~.JSU-; ~e~u!'te:<t ~lass~~ -, ,7,,
this, Ja:l;~'•.~ t}l~p.e w,~. a ~d-: ~sh; ,:1;9 . _ •
f inA-:~- -p;ta,(),~, -::J:.~,-J. icYe oc.· Hi;gh~ .re!'lot.s· ,.. , and abominable lease requirements
haQriJ...:Im-:.A>~:·~;er~~pk~q. ·, ~··

o( .·

~lipljS:So

their rent thndugh
ields- ·and Thott:on
-~~~· apartment an~ay.
th~fts, called the
.r.\iS}ie~~ .ov..er tcfJ s~e George
, the L~ne apart-

b~~;.JC·'")

:·p_.;\

(

-::"~~~-·~,

.

T'lf~ ~,~-~"~,._.t} c:~~fr~ntatip_nt :.. ::

him

charges against the two men. In
order to reinforce the classic class
conflict, an unidentified cop asked,
"Do you know who pressed charges
against you? It was MISTER Lenz, an
attorney from Bloomington."

Lenz's guilt trip
After postipg bond,_ both men were
released. Tht'! Post-Amerikan discovere.d
that the fathers of both men had met
with Lenz privately after the incident,
and Le11z, surprised that black people
actually do know their rights, notified Fields and Thorton in a letter
dated October 3rd that he had decided
to drop charges. Of course, dropping
charges still rests in the hands of
the State's Attorney's office.
Lenz knew the charges against the
two men would never stick. He knew
,_,,that a 10-day .notice prior to eviction (especiillly without going to
CO\lrt) was wrpng. But Lenz has money
and power and makes his own decf~:~ions.
· putihg the meeting with L.enz, the
·
f-S,thers of tne tWo men were told that
'hoise'complaints' were the main reason
for·. initiati~ eviction measures.
The re'al .issue of col.itse wa:s the
back rent which both men were supposed to pay. The money was paid
back, and L.enz. was happy·. Ne'ither
Lenz nor manager Perk.ins assumed any
responsibility for the la:ck 'Of com•
munitcation a·bout the s11mme'r" r'erital
ag.reemen t~• · , ·· ·
·· ,,
;"Whoev~er can use the· law to his
best advantage .is. ·the rrame :of the ·
game," Thorton told the Post-Ameri'k:an •. The cstereo:·e.quipment ·'Whi:Ctl_
- ~ ;.:

"disappeared 01 nalil ~nb't; been !recovered:·,
Both '·mefi. tec~ived.''~af\ undti~' 8'mpuri·f of2_'';
harrassment for trying to Hit~ in'
this town and study at ISU. Neitner
had anyprevtous'hassl~s-with the
polide~~~~at~a. -in~6~6f~landlord:
gf~~diaROGi lafge~d~~,~if2L~nz,s~

powel'
:.

t.'.

. . ·. f'ili!i'\is arfd Thorton .. demanded an e'X:.
planatlotl fr6m' apa:ttmeht inanager.
Perkins for the attempted lock-out
a.fldthe notice on the door that an
;_'.~1t:i'c'fion' h~!i· taken. place •. P.erkins
' Vla:S opyiousfy upset· at b'eihg con.
''f"ront~~ by two angrY black men,. and
when Thorton's gestures became too
for him, Perkins imagined
::..~~~~~c~~~~.r:;~~~~Q:r?;j~$~~e,.~,.~~~:::·~~.·~·~;,..t:;:;.,,s~:'hait:·'tte'; Jwld. ':bMn :usa:ttl.ted·~. 'fnorts>n,.,
told the Post-Amerikan that he had ·
never comniittE~,Q batt,ery_against
Perkins; rather, hef hatr" toJJ.ched
Perkins' hands> and ·arm$ toi" emphasize coJ!t(:ern. 'T~oriton alao t-old
Perkins that;,. i f he wanted"'his money,
"let's ~0 to ccturt-", and ha:/ldle this
affair. li~·n,.. ;'had otfi~·r j.deas.
.
... Respond~ng no~ to ·~h~>.burglary
!?report but ~vmed wi::!;P. a~n1st warrants for;.c:gi~i:na.~'tr.e!3pass, Normal·
Police a·~p~ill\ed f i~l.,cJ,s~;;and Thorton
in the it' 1apa:tr~en'h·' nurlng .the
arrest, the pol~ce spi'~d some mari-,
juana and·
· !able tcf' add more
.

chan~ea::·the

;'

· •

~~

·whole'· sitQation~

1Hom•s

P~in

Post-Notes Attempting to. do any
real .estate research on Robert
Len~ is. practically, impossible •.
Lenz <>pet:!:l.t~s ~ostly in tru,sts,
and information about the kinds
of profits Lenz is making from
his student rental properties
will .be hard to find. O.ne. can.
.
only assume t.hat like .most land.lords who have property near the
IS.U ,campus, student demand jacks
rental'costs up'to sky-high limits.
The concepts of supply and demand
for services may apply, but in most
cases, the resulting prices 'are far
fromequltable, and, the reality of
a housing market monopoly is what
emerges~
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What kind of man becotrtes f!l. University
of Illinois truste-e~?\ .
; ' ,,
' ·
.
' · ·· ·
Well, let me tell you a little bit
about Robert Lenz, one ·.o'f. o:Ur· newest
and youngest board ·~mem.Per,!;l,, 1 , .
. _,.· • ' '

.•• J :

~· . -

'·.. . ~·

~· ~.

' nz is a handsom~l (iapper' arid. ,.generly spiffy gent who is a . lawyer from
Bloomington-Normal'.· He was elec·ted to
the Board as a Demoo.rat last yeaz:- and
took office this year. ·
·
His hair is modishly long and he is
articulate and well-dressed.
is printed exactly as Ron ,
t wrote i -ti in the 'tn~ni, e::x:cept for. onE!'~' place whe:I-e the Post'
~has put an asterisk (*) in--this is
to. refer the. reader toan·extra
part, at the end,· written by a Post·

He also has a knack for becoming the
cen'ter of controversy.

:i

-

'~

•; _:· ·..........

~· ~

: ; ·. .

.

'>

.

'

Among other :th~n.gs; -,he didn't. eve.n
$how up to 'b~ interviewed, by the' commi ttee recomll'[~riding a: sla,te· .of trustee
candida~es fo .1;he ·state ·:oemocratic
convent~on.

Pther candidates appeared before the
~ommi t1;ee. fo~. intervi.ew.s.
But poli ti_cal whee1ing_ and de_al,ing e;ot Lenz onto
the slate oVer the determ~ned, efforts
Robert Jo'hnson, a University _student who was .. at the conve.n'tlon ah,d who
had worked his .tail off traveling
~round the state in hopes of getting
grass roots ·support from party regulars in order to be nominated.

of

The raw political muscle that got Lenz
s.lated was exercised by his county
For example, there is the way Lenz got
chairman with the Daley block in a
slated for the board in the first place. backroom·deal just before the slating
list went to the convention floor.

After he was elected and before he
took office, Lenz came out publicly
against the board's resolution of opposition to the Oakley Dam-Lake
Springer controversy. He said he
hoped to get the board to drop its
opposition.
But before his first meeting--before
he even had a chance to ask the board
to change its stance on that issue-the matter brought him a gust of
trouble.

·ISU had to pay ?% interest on the money it borrowed to buil~ the house. At
about the same time, Western Illinois
University was able to get a loan for
the same purpose at only 6%: Eas"tern
Illinois University had a clause put
into the loan agreement for its presidential residence saying the interest
rate would be 4% if the lending bank
was not required to pay taxes on the
interest.
The savings and loan institution that
lent money to ISU got ?%, but was not
required to pay taxes on the interest.*
But the gang at ISU was good at some
things--like covering up costs with
their accounting procedures, according
to the ivestigation.

Opponents of the dam discovered Lenz
was working as a legal consultant to
the CGmmittee on Banking and Finance
of the Illinois Senate. This ~ommit
tee is headed by Sen. Robert w. McCarthy, D-Decatur, a well-known proponent
of the Oakley boondoggle.
The opponents of the dam suggested th~t
Lenz' feelings on Oakley were perhaps
influenced by his pocketbook, which was
being lined by consulting fees from
McCarthy's committee at the rate of
$150 per day •.
They also suggested there was an even
more serious conflict of interest because Lenz was serving as a·consultant
to the committee at the,same. time he .
·was listed as'one of the corporate organizers of the Prairie State Bank in
his hometown. The bank repently re'ceived its charter from the state.
So Lenz backed off slightly on the dam
thing, but he did manage to get himself embroiled in another hot ite~at
his first board meeting--the case of
Robert Byars.

Later in the report, the commission
took more direct issue with Lenz on
the matter of surplus revenue bonds.
The report quoted a legal memorandum
by Lenz saying that such funds could
be used in the way they had been used
and quoted a section of Illinois law
that apparently_ supported him.
But the commission found that Lenz had
quoted th~ law out of context and when
the entire section was read, it contradicted him.
"The report outlines many other creative
ways that Berlo's gang covered up costs
and misappropriated.ISU resources, but
perhaps on• of the most interestin~ to
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I don't know. But I have recently
found out about another storm he was
caught in just a couple of years ago
and I have high hopes Lenz will be an
exciting bit of news here for some
time to come.
·
Lenz was involved up to his legal ne;k
in the scandal that surrounded construction of the univ~rsity president's
house at Illinois Sta~e University
(ISU) a few years ago. Our trustee
was the attorney for that institution
at that time and a principal advisor
to ISU President David Berlo, who resigned under fire as a result of the
episode.
·

The investigating commission concluded
that "several Illinois laws, aS well
as policies of the Board of Higher Education and the Board of Regents, were
violated by the manner in which the
president's residence was constructed."
A number of these were itemized in the
report.
Lenz handled the major negotiations
with banking institutions and construction companies in the scandal, and it
appears the university came out on
the short end.

-----------~-------~--------~-----~---*POST-NO'l'EI
That institution, Bloomington Federal Savings and Loan, was
technically lending the money to the
ISU Foundation~ One member of the ISU
Foundation board was conveniently the
Vice President of Bloomington Federal
at the time.

And we thought such creative thought
was limited to Washington, Springfield, and Chicago.

What turbulence will swirl around the
dashing Robert Lenz next?

>

With that kind of background~ I think
Robert Lenz has a wonderful future
here. I think he will be able td do
many creative things at this University. Just wait qntil he get~ together
with Earl Finder. and Tom Park~nson.

"Specific e'xamples of the accounting
method used may be enlightening," the
report said. "One interesting example
is that of a rowing machine used for
exercising, which was sent to the
president's home, but charged to the
physical education department.
~Another example is the crystal,
china and silverware that were
bought for the home. - Instead of
including this as a cost of furnishing the residence, the expense
was met by drawing upon surplus
revenue bond funds. The rationale,
as stated by Robert Lenz, former
university counsel, was that the
revenue bonds were issued to finance a student union building and
that it was appropriate to charge
and finance the purchase of these
items to surplus revenue bond funds
because these items could be used in
the student union as well as the
president's residence.-

Byars is a political science professor
here wh~ is having a tenure fight with
the University administration.

In an investigation after the resignation, the Illinois Legislative Investigating Commission found Berlo had
surreptitiously spent of $24-5,000 on
construction of a new presidential
(or should that be royal?) re~idence
when he was legally limited to
$100,.000.. ..

students is that they used interest 25.
earned from student fees in some cases.

DUKE
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DRAFTS 25¢

LADIES' NIGHT
TONI'S PIZZA
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FREE PEANUTS
POOL TABLES
PUBLIC PIANO
PINBALL
Beat named machine
Get a free pitcher

MONDAY 8-11
DRAFTS 25¢
HI-BALLS 50¢

MEN'S NIGHT
TUESDAY 8-11
DRAFTS 25¢
HI-BALLS 50¢

W. Market & Morris Ave.
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NFO Visits Twin-Cities Again

Bringing in four tons of high quality
ground beef and two tons of cheese,
the National Organization again set
up shop for a day in the Zayre Plaza
parking lot. Selling what. NFO state
president Dale Nass characterized as
100% ground beef for $1 a pound, NFO
members present wer~ kept busy by
scores of anxious Twin-Cities consumers.

The interview with Nass had to conclude quickly because people kept
surging to the section of Zayre
parking lot where they could finally
get some quality meat and cheese.
Nass didn't indicate when the NFO
would be back in town, but the response they get in McLean County has
always been good, and future visits
certainly would be well-attended.
But the NFO gets its share of hassles
year-to-year, too. Besides attempts
to force the NFO into receivership
for a number of commodities by the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
the NFO was near the top of Nixon's
infamous enemies list.

Nass told the Post-Amerikan that
there was an urgent need to ;. . ell as
much cheese as possible, He explained that a year and a half ago
the Department of Agriculture removed the price supports for milk--a move which threatened to bankrupt
a number of dairy farmers. NFO
farmers and other sympathetic farmers, rather than selling their milk
at deflated prices and absorbing
enormous losses, held back the milk
and made cheese. The sale of the
cheese now will allow farmers to get
back their investments in milk production, bypass market conditions
which would jack up the prices and
save consumers some money.
More than anything else, Nass tried
to explain how powerless farmers are
in assuring their survival as producers of food. As an example, Nass
mentioned the Emergency Farm bill
which would have supported the price
of farm commodities to the price of
production. So family farms would
break even. Unfortunately, Earl
Butz was able to persuade President
Ford to veto the measure after it
passed in both Congressional houses.

cited daily, Nass said, but it
wouldn't happen "if the farmers kept
control of the commodities."

Last year when soybeans shot up to a
price of $13.00 a bushel, 94% of the
entire crop had been sold already by
farmers for $3.38 a bushel. It seems
that large companies, according to
Nass, had held back 6% of the crop
and when the squeeze came, were able
to extract nearly $10,00 a bushel
more. Many cases of this sort of
activity by Boards of Trade and commodities futures exchanges can be

Nass and other members of the National Farmers' Organization are interested in the role of collective
bargaining by farmers to help regain
control of the food price situation.
"If we can put together 30% of the
control of commodities, we can urge
collective bargaining and get firm
contracts to keep the prices farmers
get from going down," Nass conclu·
de d.

Townspeople converged on the Zayre
Shopping Plaza to get a good deal on ·
some quality ground beef and cheese.

Is corporate and governmental collaboration in controlling the food
industry really what's the rule rather than the exception in this
supposed "free enterprise" economy?
Nass seems to think so, and the milk
industry's contributions to the '72
Nixon campaign seem to show whose interests are at stake. "When our Lord
threw the money-changers out of th~
temple,,they took the first boat they
could catch and set up the Chicago
Board of Trade," Nass said in a hu-.
morous twist while talking with the
Post-Amerikan. B'ut the exodus of
small farmers from their land and the
takeover of food commodities by corporate interests and governmental
rubber-stamping of these trends remains to become a laughing matter.
-----Thomas Pain
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Monty Python and .the Holy Grail
If I were one of those big-name professional film

critics, I'd be able to tell you how good the Monty
Python movie is just on the basis of its clever parodies of various film artists who make their movies with subtitles --but I'm not. I'm only one of
the people who read and write this newspaper: an
ordinary chap who doesn't know Tennyson's "Idylls
of the King" from the Disney cartoon version of
The Sword~ the Stone.

However, like I said when I started this, I'm not,
so I'll just say Monty Python and the Holy Grail is
the funniest movie I've seen in centuries.
--Tom Malory

Monty Python and the Holy Grail is a funny movie.
Now, I'm just one of the People, not any kind of
intellectual,. but I know what's funny. Any movie
that shows cows catapulted over castle walls is
funny.
Nobody, by the way, named Monty Python ever appears in the movie. The name is derived from the
English tv show "Monty Pyth~n's Flying Circus,"
which is written by the very same people responsible for this movie and which . also has nobody
named Monty Python ever appearing in it.

by
Ray Ryburn

The people responsible are Graham Chapman, John
Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones,
and Michael Palin. All of them appear in the movies under a variety -of guises.
All but Terry Gilliam are English, and he never
talks much in the movie. (He never does on the
show either. Shy maybe?) Gilliam, a former
cartoonist in America, is responsible for a host of
weird cartoons interspersed in the movie, including a cartoon image of Our Lord Himself that tells
King Arthur (Graham Chapman) of his quest.
Oh yes. The movie's about King Arthur's quest for
the Holy Grail. The Python people take the Arthurian legend and show it for what it is: an archaic fantasy that still has its hold on England.
People in England, I'm told, still believe in the
Arthurian legends, kind of like people in this
country still hold on to the myths of Horatio Alger
and good cops.
Hence, the Python people can be said to be doing a
Good Thing in making this movie debunking the
central culturally oppressive myth of their country.
There's lots of violence and death in the movie,
all of it ludicrous. Maybe the best thing about the
movie is the way it places violence in a nonromantic perspective. I grew up on television
shows about chivalric merrie England, and this
movie i.s the best antidote to over twenty years of
such brainwashing.
Take the sequence when Arthur comes up against
the Black Knight. In the heat of battle, Arthur
chops off the man's sword arm; the Black Knight
refuses to admit defeat. Arthur chops off the
knight's other arm; the fool starts kicking the king,
calling him "chicken" for not wanting to continue.
Arthur chops off the man's legs; the knight is willing to "call it a draw."
If I was any kind of intellectual film critic, I'd say

the Monty Python people were making fun of that
machismo which is so much the foundation of Eng-.
lish (and American) culture.

The Route 9
Barge Canal
Governor ~·Jalker. Sir, the following
has been brought to my attention and
I thought you should be made aware
of it.
Proposed Sale of Apparently Abandoned
Property Located between Bloomington
and Gibson City, Illinois. Midway between two fine blacktop roads, property can be reached by several wellkept roads that cross property at intervals.
General Description: Located in good
corn and soybean growing area, but
hasn't been farmed for several years.
Is extremely well watered in places
at times. The general shape of this
property would make it ideal for a
road, linear accelerator, or with a
minimum of excavation, a barge canal.
Someone with an eye for beauty could
make this property into a very lovely
fence row. Property has four high
speed curves, and thirty-five miles
of poorly kept approaches to them
The longest topless tunnel east of
the Mississippi is located on this
property.
Several accidents have happened
people who have mistaken it for
between Point A and Point B.
If no proper use for this abandoned
piece of property can be found in the
near future, it will be sold to the
lowest bidder. High bids will miss
it completely. ·:ro become a qualified
bidder, sign Route 9 petition.

I know, Governor, that lc
Gn~gh to
make an east to we'3 dPc.i .. m. Ll a
state that's mostly north and south.
:Snt my ad,.cisors ~ell me that a recent
census confirmed their theory that
there are about as m~cy voters counted
from east to west.as there are counting from north to south.
J\lthough I have offered several possible uses for this excellent property, possibly you could think of a
better one.

Classy t-ried
Ads
FREE• Albion had ten pups. Father
collie, mother German Shepherd, Call
Ed at 828-0476.
BEST WISHES AND HOPES FOR THE FUTURE
TO
JENNIFER JAMES
FROM THE POST-AMERIKAN STAFF
Lonely Black prisoner, realistically
forced to survive a nightmare and in
need of someone to acknowledge my
existence, Can no one see that within my soul I exista the person who
loved and grieved and was? I too
ave hungered, been tormented by
sian, known knife thrusts of pain.
Stir the ashes of my being, blow tenderly to bring the flames to light.
Please writea Mr. Jerry Shields,
#137-004, P.o. Box 69, London, Ohio,

4)140,

I need· a typewriter, electric or manua~
in good condition. for under $65.00,
If you have one call Virginia, the
ost Amerikan, 52-9221,

4

ugar Creek Book Co-op. at Divinyl Mads Records is in desperate need of
unteer workers. We're trying to
co-operative, but we don't have
workers to get together with.
you're interested come on by and
ve your name and phone number, and.
you can work, If there's no
one working, leave your name with the
cord.store people,
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Torn by Secce$si#on

·
~,l<,\.
""""'o r,..,,f,.~ '·'-•
\
· "'~o .....
BythlS
erbero~j"'"o
lization, one which begins over
time guerilla resistance by the ELF
~: • ~ _: o"'"""' :
""
3000 years ago;.i~ ~s p:oba?ly th~
(Eritrean Liberation Front) and PLF
second oldest c~v~llzat~on ~n Afr~(Popular Liberation Forces) began
ca, slightly younger than that of
shortly. In 1975 the two were
Egy~t:
E:itrea speaks tigrinya! a
merged into t~e.EPLF (Eritrean
Ham~t1c d~a~ec~ of Arab~c, a~d ~s
Popular Liberat~on Forces).
about ~ Chr~st~an and ~ Musl~m,
·
whereas the rest of Ethiopia speaks
In .1967 Selassie ordered the bomAmharic and r;alinga and is predomi, bardme.nt of the Eri trean countrynantly Ch
'-ian. Ethiopia has,been
·side. About 120 villages,were demainly Ch · i_an since 300 A.D. E'jh- stroyed, wide areas of crops were
iopia has
n asymbol of indepenruined by defoliants, and water
dence throl.,""nout Africa's colonial
was poisoned in many villages, inperiod, because it resisted colonieluding the mensae and sahl ar~as,
zation until 1935 (except for Eriresulting in countless casualt~es.
trea, which was colonized by Italy
Massacres ocurred in Keren, where
in 1889); and was able to free it22 peopl,~; we-re h4ng jn t~e -,town_
self from colonial d(tlllination six
square ~hd 2,tooo .f"ei'~ 1 kill;~d ;:_;nd
years later, in 194_1. No other Amany more in.J'!)rf%d by_ J::l8.~alm, ~n· ..
frican nation except Liberia, a U.S.
um Hajer, where 250 unarmed v~llacreation; was independent during ·
gers were shot, and others. 'l'orOb
this period. In 1941 Eritrea also
ture by slitting the wombs of pregbeca!Tle independent of Italy. In
nant moth.ers and and burning sus-·
El
Mtot.,., <f.~
1963 the OAU (Organization of Afripects were "popularized." In 1970
, Hodur [~·
N ·~t
-~_,.,....._Luat!.
ollfea~j uto, _,~•.;,·
can Unity) was founded in Ethiopia.
Eritrea was placed under Emergency
._.,.....If!
lWVI:R JUliA
•
.
Ethiopia has many largely untapped .·
Military Rule by Selassie. Today
resol:lrces, including gold, nickel,
the EPLF holds over 2/3 of the counalready finished re-distripution ~f
copper, manganese, titanium; petrotryside of Eritrea and enjoys the
land, and production has signifileum, and others.
support of the great maJorit;y of ·
cantly increased, but the northern
the peop;Le there. Grow~ng.d~scon
states are slower.
Emperor Haile S.elassie ruled Ethic- . tent with Selassie' s rule ~n all
pia for-. 52. Ye!lr;S, from. 1922 until
parts qf Ethiopia helped bring his
Zehainesh: Feudalism and aristocracy
l974,. whe.n he W!ls. deposed. · During
downfall on september 15, 1974, when
have been dominant in Ethiopia, . althe 1950~;:;: and :1960's -he became
the Provisionalfi1ilitary Council
though 90~ of the people are farmers
more anQ. more unpepular. In the
(FMC or Derg) took power under the
and their interests are not.served
19 50.'.s Sel,a,ssie .a'Polished labor
leadership ·of' Li·eutenant. C!eneral
by this. Many people are poor in
unions, suppressed political par1\.mam, an Eritrean, as cha~rman.
Ethiopia. ..Land re-distributi.on is
ties, an<i sent -14, 000 troops . out
Hide spread protests and demons ~!'l'l· a good idea.
to keep the people .from revolting.
tions and general strikes by teaSelassie was unwilling--partially
chers (leading to the closing down
Strikes and de-monstrations continued
because of his strong ties with ·
of the schools), and by taxi drivers·
for a time after the.coup by those
~-~~~4.~.¢~,~1;~~~~::-r~~l'.PJ::;,q~il;::N·M::,;,::~;~j.'j::r-:{{ffJlping lead to a breakdown in pub.-disappointed by the slow :pace of re-::
lenge the tradi~·
hiera:chal .
l:i,~. transpor~a~ion) encourage dissi.form in .the new regime. In November
an_~_1,:f, udal _sys
__;power _~n Etl'l~odept young m~h tary men to revo~ t.
1974, 55 imprisoned people were sum'JJ!ti.;t::'
:frt\~- .
~'
eo~~.;~~- .
8.0bn afterwords many powerful f~marily executed, and Jene,ralAmaml
imp~"'
,
... ~nt.i,c,~!!lPd:'
g~es i.n governme:r;t, parliament,
who was favoringa pe!lceful comprosoc~al r
I\,.~
. ~t·l)den~
aii(i tne landed ar~stoc;racy w~re
mise with. Eritrea,. without granting
protes~s an
emons"t. ~ons aga~:r;st
alitested, parliament ~s_ abol~~hed,. ;;·, · ·it outrig~t i'hd~pettd~!l(_:e:,· .. ~~,ous.te,d~..
Selass~e demanded un~versal publ~c
arli(l widespread graft, corrupt~on, ·'<
. Immedia tel'y ~ 1 ooo· trOOPs ~:te" ·sent
educati<Pn~ap!(i, ~:t~,;t?r-~~~i~r#lft\:.on,
ariE! hoarding of wealth in foreign · ·
to Eritrea, and-the•Confltct escaand pro~l!te"d:,. l..NnfU>,,,put-...~;i·scm<:tol
bcihks by se:las'sie • s administration
lated~
··. ·
·
· ·
enrollments. ~·Jorkers and unem.... w1i revealed.·
.
ployed soon join~d ·~~1.\~~~~'i.~,P.-!f. ~Y-~ -~~
.
The mil;i-tary goveJ:'nmet:lt_.hai? "!!l~naged
streets, protest~ng;;;~}\:S!~g*l!;~Sis~.-~~' 1 Th~e is· a question when they will
to remove ,the ..landed .ar.~sto,cracy
in tr!l_:r;s~ortation and food. a:r;d b!3-s~c - tulm, 'the goy'erhmen~ to civ~lians._
from power. has nationalized 70 c;:om- ·
commod~t~es, ~nd ~ove:nment ~~ade~
cu~ently no civil~an part~es are
_panies, and has enacted substant~al
quacy and corrupt1on ~n dea1i~g w~th alfcwed legally, although there. is
land re-distripution to landless
widespread' famine. ·
.
·_ :.
a ~irly wid~spread ~nder,gro·unQ.
peasants and cQoperatives, .lln~ plans
·
.
·
.
. · . . ·
. . .
pa :tY (Ethi?Pian La'Qor Confedera- .
to start state-o'_'ffied cooperat~v~s.
The .J!n~ted..Nat~.on~ .~n. ~9.52... a~t_ ..t.~Q.,,,., ..t-i · ) press·wg for a ~or.e _democrat;-;~ ... . soon,!. R9.WfilY.J:.r"•. . ,_.;~,:tJ:t,~!?,,,!t,.~,.¥1n;:~J;!}.! 'ti\~.::.......c. . . .,,,
c omm~ssions to Erl:trea reg;:_;rd~n~ 1 ts· go ' 1!"ntlll!'n'tr·-'mtd.\"!::btnprorlii'se'''W'i'th ''E!lt<:· ·''" ' ·· ·ted transl tion of" power to c ~ v~~
ind~p~ndent:hcet~· Eandt·h-~ma~e ahh~-s1 dtor7c
tr..
Ii',:_!;_~;;~:_:;;·_···.,;~_;_;:">
government, which hdas s~arked ~~de1 dec;~s;J..OnJ · a
.. 1:op~a s. ou . g~.ve
~
spread prot~sts ;:_;n an lnc;reas~n~ Y
Er~trea a~tonomy and democ:atJ.c reZe · ~nesh:
· ~_;_5_l_;_,_·.: :a.lM-___:b_·· _.Pyc_·._._:-d1or:cs.t~o0 nt··
costly war ln Er~trea (wh~ch dra~ns
presentation under federat1.on s.ta,.,.<
se . tn to be g
u '~>J.~o... ...
...
of
valuable resources) will force the
tus o: The ~ritrean;ass~mbly •e.nacted•
cif;ilian rule . ~(;)ugh th~ p~ople
government to begin a. transi t~on to
a democrat~e const~tut~on, but came
watlt it. I t~!J:}jk;· that Eth~op~a may
civilil'ln and democrat~c rule ~s unin conflict._wi~h the E. t.hi. <:>pian gov~ · _Il,O~~ be rea~y,jitf.·.··_<s·wever 1 for civilian
certafp. On September.30, ti:e Ethiernment, ."Jh1ch annulled .the assemru~ at thls ~J.P:t'·
·
opian Labor Confederat~on, w~ th
bly' s ac·t~dns (the .son-ln-law of the
1;~
·:;::<::•:,: .· . · . ·.·
125,000 members 1 called for the esemperor, the app'oirtted represent·a. Poj;t: i!Jhat is~'your op.J,n~on concern, tablishment of a democratic govtive of Eritrea, took this step),
inl the Eri trean conflict?
ernment and went on strike. 'rhe
refusing to comply with the U.N.
;:;~
. -{
'.
. .
new Ethiopian People's Revolutionary
Ay~h.ew: I don~~-\; .support the idea, of
Party has also emerged after being
co~lete independence f<;>r Eritrea;.
undergrou~d for three.an~ a half
but. I would. support thelr autonol?y;
years. s~nce th~ Eth~op~an g~v~rnNot only Er~ treans but other Ethloment fe·els that l t needs the . .t.r7 tr~pians as well are oppressed under
an ports in the Red Sea, Ethlop~a lS
the military goverment.
not likely to grant the EPLF deman~
for complete independence from Eth~
Zehainesh: I'm from Eritrea and supopia, although a future g<;>vernment
port their revolution for self-demay be willing to comp:om~se and
termination and freedom. I feel
give Eritrea autonomy ln exchange
that Eritrea should be made indefor use of its ports.
pendent of Ethiopia, not in federation with it. I feel the movement
An interview was conducted with two
will succeed. The Eritreans right
students from Ethiopia, 1\.yalew Haile
now don' .t have much place in the
rt.ariam, from Ethiopia Is capital, AdEthiopian government. Almost all
dis Ababa, and Zehainesh Tesfai, a
the people in Eritrea support the
woman from ~ritrea.
EPLF. There is widespread destruction by the government of houses
Post: 'dhat do you think about the
and attacks on people there. l'lomen
present policies of the Ethiopian
have been participating in the regovernment?
sistance movement on an equal basis
with men in all areas. Eritrea, unAyalew: They are trying to change
like the rest of Ethiopia, has no
things too fast, the army ha~ a lot
feudalistic tradition.
of land holdings from Selass~e
..
still which they don't want to give
......
Post: ';Jhat do you feel about the
up. They aren't using democratic
decision it was delegated to enland re-distribution program of
means to change things. They shot
force. In 1958 massive anti-Selasthe government?
four underground Ethiopian Labor
sie demonstrations erupted in EriConfederation member's because they
trea, and were put down with the
Ayalew: I support it very much. s·o
were protesting government pol~cies.
massacre of 550 people. In 19~2
far they have done very well. In
They also kill their own counc~l
the Eritrean democratic constituseveral southern states they have
members if they try to comprom~se or
tion and assembly were abolished
slow down the pace of change.
and Eritrea annexed, in viol~tion
·
·
1 ong h'~soryo
t
f
Eth~op~ahasa
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ELIJAH LOVEJOY KILLED
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, a New Englander who
studied at Princeton to become a Presbyterian
minister, moved to St. I.ouis, Missouri in
1833 to publish a religious newspaper, the
St. Louis Observer. A bigoted anti-Catholic,
and fanatical in his opposition to alcohol,
he detested slavery but did not at first regard himself as an Abolitionist. However, on
October 1, 1835 he published and endorsed the
platform of the American Anti-Slavery Society.
Missouri was a Slave state. A group of
prominent St. Louis citizens told Lovejoy to
stop publishing anti-slavery material. He
refused• In May, 1836 he denounced the burning alive of a black man in St. Louis. In
response, a mob sacked his newspaper office;
and Lovejoy decided to move to a safer place
--Alton, Illinois, twenty-five miles up the
Hississippi River in non-slave territory~

On July 20, 1837, he had written: "Abolitionists hold that 'all men are born free
and equal, endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights, among which are
life, LIBERTY, and the pursuit of happiness.
"They do not believe that these rights
are abrogated, or at all modified by the
colour of the skin, but that they extend
alike to every individual of the human ramily.
"As the above-mentioned rights are .in their
nature inalienable, i t is not. possible that
one man can convert another into a piece of
property, thus at once annihilating all hie.
personal rights, without the most flagrant
injustice and usurpation ••••
"Abolitionists, therefore, hold American
Slavery to be a wrong, a legalized system of
inconceivable-injustice, and a ~IN ••• against
God •••• "

His reputation preceded .him to Alton.
W'hen his printing press. arrived by boat from
St. Louis, som& pro-slavery citizens seized
it as it stood on the dock at Alton and
threw it in_ the river. Other citizens of

The Ohio Anti-Slavery Society sent a new
printing press to replace the last one destrayed. Word spread thru Alton that it had
arrived; and on the night of November 7, 18379
a mob attacked the warehouse where the press

:~~;;• t~u~:~~v:1o:h: :~!i:~;:.n:~::\t. -~.

st=~:t'~.v~~.-~oy~_-.

t~.e.· ai~.~~- s_.i,~_

_ ,,,was
with
... Y,.
he established ·the 'A'nmr~~cmce-·"--"'~-'..-..'
"' ;L~a .8 ~ Jl&~Sh~:~.:ag ·towwt~,.
again· began publishing abolitionist articles
· defended the press. Both s1des were armed,
and editorials.
·
~d ~ long battle ensued in the moonlight.
Find1ng they couldn't budge the defenders,
On July 4, 1837, Lovejoy called for the
the mob set fire to the building. Lovejoy
creation of a local chapter of the .._rican
to prevent.this, stepped outside and was shot
Anti-Slavery Society. An outraged mob atfive times. He managed to get back into the
tacked his office and destroyed his press.
building and climb one flight of stairs b6Lovejoy replaced it with another press. It
fore he died. His co-defenders tried to make
too was destroyed. Lovejoy did not give up.
terms with the mob for safe exit; but the
mob refused, saying they were going to burn

the building and shoot the defenders as they
came out. The defenders, in a body, charged
out of the building and escaped.under fire
from the mob. The mob then entered the
warehouse and destroyed the printing press.
The next day, when Lovejoy 1 s body was carried through the streets of Alton, pro-slave~
ry men stood on the sidewalks and jeered.
Elijah Lovejoy's death shocked the nation.>
Abolitionists such as William Lloyd Garrison
and Wendell Phillips saw Lovejoy as a martyr
of the anti-slavery cause; others saw Lovejoy as a martyr in the cause of Freedom of
the Press. Lovejoy's death was one of the
factors that led John Brown to feel that
the South would never give up slavery without armed struggle, and which set Brown on
his course to Harper'' s Ferry Arsenal to arm
black people for insurrection. The most
important effect of Lovejoy's murder was
ita crystallizing the Abolitionist movement
into a disciplined, militant Force that
helped to-polarize the nation through the··
1840's and '50's and make armed struggle
inevitable.

c~·LENDAR~------~

November
November 7, 1837. Elijah P. Lovejoy, editor
of the Abolitionist newspaper, The Alton
Observer, is killed by a mob in Alton, Illinois while defending his printing press
(see adjoining article).
Nov. 11, ·1886. Four "anarchists" are hanged
as a result of the Haymarket Riot in Chicago. Their guilt was never established.
(Three other men condemned as Haymarket
anarchists were pardoned in 1893 by Illinois Governor John Peter Altgeld, an act
that branded him "communist" and destroyhis political career.)
Nov. 16, 1879. Vachel Lindsay,·poet, born
in Springfield, Illinois.
Nov. 18, 1787. Sojourner Truth born. Witty
articulate abolitionist, a former slave,
she took the anti-slavery cause to lecture platforms and the courts. Had a memorable conference with President Lincoln.
Nov. 19, 1925. Joe Hill, IWW organizer and
composer of many revolutionary songs for
working people, was framed for murder and
executed thru the influence of Utah copper bosses, despite an international movement to save him.
Nov. 22, 1909. 30,000 women garment workers
strike in New York against sweatshop conditions. Their unity and bravery in the
face of police brutality won them support
of the whole working class and the womens
suffrage movement.
Nov. 22, 1963. President John F. Kennedy
assassinated in Dallas, Texas by ? ? ?

Born Mary Ludwig in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, "Molly Pitcher" acquired her nickname
in combat at the Battle of Honmouth (New JBrsey) on June 28, 1778. Shortly after
her marriage to John Hays, a barber, the Revolutionary War broke out; and her husband joined a regiment that spent the winter of 1777-78 under Washington's command
at Valley Forge. Hearing of the Army's hardship, Mary Hays traveled over a hundred miles thru mountains and drifted snow to reach Valley Forge, where she spent
the winter. Then, in the summer of 1778, the Army moved to cut off the British
movement across New Jersey; and a major battle was fought at Nonmouth in 100 degree heat. Throughout the day, Nary Hays carried water to the soldiers, many of
whom were suffering heat exhaustion. She saw her husband fall wounded beside his
cannon; since there was no one to take over, she began loading the cannon and kept
it firing during the remainder of the battle. Though the Battle of Monmouth was
indecisive, General Clinton's British troops were forced to retreat to New York,
and the American forces claimed victory. On the day following the battle, Mary
Hays (now "Holly Pitcher") was decorated for her valor by General Washington.

Nov. 25, 1783. British troops evacuate New
York City following the final signing of
the Treaty of Paris (Sept. 3), which ended the Revolutionary War.
Nov. 26, 1883.

Sojourner Truth dies.

Nov. 30, 1930. Hary "Hother" Jones, important labor organizer and agitator, dies at
age 100. She was buried alongside her
"boys", the coal miners killed in the
Virden Nassacre, in !-liners' Cemetery in
Mt. Olive, Illinois. She was one of the
nation's foremost strike leaders at the
turn of the century, was present at the
formation of the IWW (Industrial Workers
of the World).
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Shift Reassignment Proposal Nixed
Undercurrents at the Cop Shop

"Look, things are a little warm
around here. I'll meet you later
'to discuss this. "--orie Bloo1u.ngton
cop. "The atmosphere around here
sucks. My wife a~d kids are in an
uproar about this."--a second
Bloomington cop. "If Bosshardt gets
his way, I'll be the first "troublemaker" to get reassigned."-- another
Bloomington cop.

Dennis O'Brien, president of Unit 21
of the Patrolmen's Benevolent and
Protective Association, is in Cham.
paign attending a conference and was
unavailable for comment. Police whom
he suggested the Post-Amerikan spe~
with have declined to comment any
further on the situation.

during the 11-? shift. The TwinCities' burglary rate seems to be the
primary focus of Bosshardt's public
statements.
Bosshardt's department released to
the public figures showing average
years of service by patrolmen on the
various shifts. Police on the ?-J
shift have an average of 12 years
experience and those on the other
two shifts have an average of 5.1
years. During City Council's work
session on October ?, Bosshardt was
challenged to provide reasons and
documentation showing how a change
in the experience levels on the
graveyard shift would increase the
effectiveness of patr_ols.. For some
reason, that documentation was never
presented.

WHAT BOSSHARDT HAS IN MIND

Since the initial airing of disagreements with Bloomington Police, Chief
Harold Bosshardt's proposal to have
authority to reassign shifts for
patrolmen, getting any more feedbac~
from police affected has .been pract1cally impossible. At this writing,

A few weeks ago, Police Chief Bosshardt let it be known that he would
approach the Bloomington City Counsil with a proposal which would give
him the authority to reassign patrolmen to any shift he wanted, largely
to improve the quality of patrol~

· Moonlighting and education for policeofficers is also a no-no, according
. to: Bos,l(5hardt. He was quoted in the
P~tagraph saying, "A patrolman's
foremost responsibility is to do the
best job_he can as a police officer.
Classes and moonlighting have to come
.se,cond... Personal needs which would
·be:11let with another job, meaningful
classes, or with set times to be
with one's family come second to
duty •..

the Galery; There's a job
th~~e for a·Pizza maker. You'll fit right

tneale
gdowo<owo NorY

on

New Phone 827-9586

$1 off any small or medium
pizza-pitcher of beer combination.

Expires 11/15/75

s one
..
postcards, Wild BHI, and your thumb·
is on the best part. "
(Sorry, Gabby, but it's a coupon

,;:~~aie

.·

gdowol~o NOr/
New Phone 827c9586

$1 1" 1 oU any stnall or medium pizza. pitcher of beer combi~alion.

~Expires

11/15/75

"I didn't say I didn'Oike Galery
Pizza! In fact, you're the best :
.I
cook they've ever had!"

ga1eryf
EVERY NITE SPECIAL
FAMILY SAUSAGE PIZZA-PITCHER OF BEER
SPECIAL, 5-B P.M.
A $6.35 VALUE-ONLY
$5.15

Chief Bosshardt getting heavy.

THE POLICE HAVE AN EVALUATION
Detective Dennis O'Brien and PBA's
Attorney John Luedtke tried to make
clear at the City Council work session
that their position was not based
solely in what Council person Richard
Buchanan called a "knee-jerk reaction." Citing the fact that Bosshardt
had never contacted the Patrolmen's
Benevolent Association about his proposal and had sought no feedback from
the affected patrolmen, O'Brien
claimed that Bosshardt was simply proposing the changes to solidify his
control ove~ department activities.

FALL SALE

Such control has been interpreted by a
number of officers to mean rescheduling their shifts to 4iscipline them.
Several officers spoke out during the
work session, accusing Bosshardt of
wanting the power to deal with individuals who have different ideas. Such
allegations by police reduce Bosshardt's motivations to nothing more
than petty revenge.

WILDERNESS PACKS

WILDCOUNTRY
Wilderness Outfitters
516 N.. Main, 81.

829-3521'

10-B

Lt. Wayne Emmett established during
the city council work session that
Bosshardt already has the power to
assign 27 men in the department--shift commanders and assistants, detective and traffic division members,
and those working in the records division, youth service and crime
prevention bureaus. Such a power,
Emmett said, affects 1/2 to J/4 of the
men in different departments. "Does
he (Bosshardt) have to have the power
to place each and every man in different spots find in :.different shifts?"

MON.-FRI.

10-5

SAT.
/

"

CITY COUCIL REACTION
During the work session, the members
of the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association had to cope with a piecemeal city
council. Mayor Bittner was late, but

by Bloomington Patrolmen
indicated he had read Bosshardt's proposal. Karl Passmore was late, saying
that he had to take his kids somewhere.
"My kids come before anything else,"
he said sheepishly, and later added
only one comment about the policemen's
concerns.
Buchanan wanted to strike the compro•
mise. Hailing Bosshardt's request as
an exercise in anticipatory management, Buchanan proceeded to label the
PBA •s concerns _a~ a_ "knee-j~rk" reac--

tion. "Why do we need to identify a
police protection crisis before changes
are made?" Buchanan asked, still un.able to comprehend the gist of the
PBA's logic because his knee was
. twitching so hard, So what Buchanan
called a compromise really amounted_to
little more than a situation in which
persons who identify with management
prerogatives stick together. He indicated that if ~osshardt could assure
him that shift changes wouldn't be made
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as a form of punishment, he would vote
for the proposal.
Bosshardt is asking for the power to
change shifts arbit~arily by December
1, In that time, ~e says, patrolmen
.will be able to'get their personal
· affairs in order. What Bosshardt
really means might more appropriately
· be put, "Like it or leave."
----Thomas Pain

mOVED BACK TO
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Pool. Pinball. Book1. magaz1ne1 & ·novelt1e1
you must be 19 yr1. or older
Grand Opening Special
Reg. $239.95
Now$189.95
The exciting Marantz Model 1060 stereo console amplifier is
craftsmanship and engineering excellence at its best. Wi~h.. total
reliability, the Marantz 1060 delivers 60 watts continuous RMS into
8 ohm speakers from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz, with less than 0.5°/; THO
and frequency response of ±o.s dB. Professional features include:
Two Front-Panel Mic Inputs; Stepped, Three-Zone Tone Controls;
Separate Preamp Outputs and Power Amp Inputs; Built-In Automatic
Protection for Output Circuitry and Associated Speakers to provide
years of trouble-free service; Gold-Anodized Front Panel.
Hear for yourself the Model 1060- and all the Marantz component
family, with professional quality .in every price range.
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*Moroccan "Habba" unisex shirts
*Mexican sweaters
*Hawaiian shell chokers
*Moroccan leather purses
*Turquoise jewelry, nuggets, liquid silver
coral, feti.shes, etc.
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SMOKE YOUR BUCKLE
All new pipe buckles now in stock including
the fantastic oak STASH buckle.

454-1493
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QUALITY FOR LESS
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